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CENTRAL AND EASTERN PARATETHYAN INTERRELATIONS 
IN THE LIGHT OF LATE BADENIAN SALINITY CONDITIONS

INTRODUCTION

In 1965, upon request by the Hungarian Geological Institute (MÁFI), I carried out a study 
o f Miocene megafossils found in core samples from borehole Perbál 5. Beneath formations o f certainly 
Sarmatian age, at the top of Upper Badenian marine deposits, I identified Spaniodontella sp. and 
Cultellus sp., molluscan species quite unusual in the Badenian o f the Central Paratethys and clearly 
indicative o f connections with the Eastern Paratethys. Reckoning with further data and materials 
to be gained through large-scale mineral explorations, I put then the rock samples aside.

In his work on the Miocene of the eastern Mecsek Mts ( 1 9 7 0 ) ,  G. H á m o r  deals with a formation 
of Pécsvárad that resembles the facies o f “ Buglow” type. From a limestone not studied paleontologic
ally in any detail, he mentions two characteristic molluscan species: Venus Tconkensis and Congeria 
sandbergeri. He takes the formation to be o f Sarmatian age “ without deducing any further strati
graphic conclusions” .

Subsequently, new samples were gained from exploratory drilling made in the Many—Zsámbék 
basin and in the Tapolca Basin (Fig. 1). Towards the end of the 1970’s, exposures were made at the 
construction sites o f Örs vezér tér and the nearby Keresztúri út, in Budapest. From the Upper Badenian 
marine deposits exposed there, fossils were collected layer by layer (J. K ó kay—S. Mihály—P. 
Müller 1984).

A summarizing deal with this extremely rich and peculiar molluscan assemblage and its faciolog- 
ical interpretation was stimulating enough for me to take the liberty o f writing this account. By this 
work I wish to answer questions concerning the latest Badenian history of the Central Paratethys, 
hitherto not properly elucidated. In other words, my primary goal has not been to present Upper 
Badenian sequences to the reader, but just to study at closer scrutiny those features suggestive of 
Eastern Paratethyan connections, to summarize them in an event-stratigraphical and paleogeo- 
graphical frame, relying first o f all and most purposefully on malacological results.

Only formations assigned to the Upper Badenian “ Kosovian” substage (Senes—Steininger— 
Papp 1978) have been worthy of dealing with for a more detailed examination and evaluation, since 
Badenian deposits older than these are practically devoid of faunal elements o f interest for the subject 
chosen.

The local nomenclature of Miocene stratigraphy, as proposed by A. Papp and J. Senes (1978) 
and R. L. Merklin (1953) and others, is presented in Table 1.

For this study, the knowledge of the “ Konkian” stage of the Eastern Paratethys has been 
essential. The Konkian was described, after N. Sokolov’s key section (1899), by N. Andrusov (1916) 
near Veselyanka village by the river Konka on the northern Black Sea coast. The holostratotype of 
the Konkian represents only the upper part o f what is contained in the full notion of the stage, a part 
called the “ Veselyanka” horizon or “ substage” (F. F. Steininger—L. Nevesskaya 1975; p. 252). 
The lower part is called the “Sartaganian” horizon or substage (ibid., p. 319).

Some earlier authors (R. L. Merklin 1953; Merklin—Nevesskaya 1955; E. Popa-Dimian 
1962; E. K ojumdgieva—B. Strasimirov 1965) distinguished the basal Konkian as a separate 
horizon which they called the “ Kartvell” Beds (substage). This one, however, cannot be considered 
to represent a definite horizon. It is by and large a shallow-water sandy facies counterpart o f the 
lower part of the Sartaganian sequence, being characterized by the abundance of Pholas forms. 
For this reason, it has not been included in the stratigraphic scale adopted for the Neogene o f the 
Paratethys (Steininger—Nevesskaya 1975) as a separate stratigraphic unit, however, some authors 
may be expected to use it in their forthcoming studies.

Merklin (1953) proposed to use the term “ Veselyankian” for the upper part o f the Konkian, 
and he takes it to be equivalent to the “ Buglowian” horizon (in s.s. Laskarev 1903). The priority 
belongs to the term Veselyankian—a name commonly adopted in the latest literature. The long 
dispute about the “ Buelowian” and Konkian beds is already closed (A. Papp -J. Senes 1978, F. 
Marinesctj—J. Senes 1974) and the scale featured in Table 1 has been accepted by me too.
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Table 1 — 1. táblázat
Stratigraphic nomenclature and correlation of the Miocene in the Central and Eastern Paratethys 

A Középső- és Keleti-Paratethys miocén rétegtani nevezéktana és korrelációja

Central Paratethys
Eastern Paratethys

Stage Substage, horizon

“ Lower Pannonian”
Sarmatian

Meotian
Chersonian
Bessarabian
VolhynianSarmatian

Upper Badenian (Kosovian) Konkian Veselyankian (Buglovian) 
Sartaganian (Lower Konkian)

Middle Badenian (Wieliczian)
Karaganian

Lower Badenian (Moranian) Chokrakian

Tarkhanian

Karpatian — Ottnangian
Kozachurian

Eggenburgian Sakaraulian

The Konkian is overlain by the Sarmatian, being underlain by the “ Karaganian” (Spaniodon- 
tella-bearing) stage.

It is to be noted that in literature the E Paratethyan faunal province is referred to as Crimo- 
Caucasian, Ponto-Caspian or Euxino-Caspian as well.

5}C îji îjî

I would like to express my gratitude to colleagues S. Mihály and P. Müller, who helped me in 
collecting the material and studying the profiles. To P. Müller I am particularly indebted, in addi
tion, for his assistance in preparing silicon rubber moulds. Without this, I would not have been ready 
for getting my work on.





I. UPPER BADENIAN REFERENCE SECTIONS FROM HUNGARY

1. Budapest

Having penetrated the eastern foreland of the present-day Buda Mountains from the south, 
the Late Badenian sea deposited a marine sedimentary sequence, from 10 to 30 m thick, in the 
fore-deep. The large-scale building projects launched in latest years have opened a good many of 
new rock exposures.

Exposures at Örs vezér tér

During foundations for the department store Sugár Aruház, Badenian formations were exposed 
(Fig. 2 and 3).

Canalization in neighbouring Kerepesi út has exposed the lower part o f the Upper Badenian 
marine sequence, i.e. marine beds deposited in normal-saline seawater with reef-building corals 
and with no molluscs o f E Paratethyan origin.

1. The oldest bed is well-sorted small-grained sand 5.8 m thick, the so-called ‘ ‘Main Sand” bed 
(J. K ókay—S. Mihály—P. Müller 1984). The rich fauna of the sand is represented by Pecten and 
Scutella. Flabellipecten leythajanus and Pecten adunctus as well as Scutella vindobonensis are predomi
nant. From the formation in question, 13 Echinoidea species were determined by S. Mihály , 5 Deca- 
poda taxa by P. Müller and 45 Mollusca species by me. These include 7 species (e.g. Loripes dujardini, 
Ervilia miopusilla, Theodoxus pictus, etc.) that favoured a brachyhaline environment as well. They 
do not abound in the exposure. 5 species occur in the Sarmatian as well.

2. Above the sand, 2.2 m of fossil-rich limestone, a weakly cemented bioclast, follows. (In the 
papers cited just above, it is referred to as “Upper Limestone” .) A characteristic feature of the rock 
is the abundance of small-sized Chlamys species (most frequent forms: Chlamys malvinae, Ch. oper
cularis, Ch. rálcosense). The total number of taxa I could distinguish has been only 132, of which 14 
Pectinidae. From among the molluscs, none is indicative o f an E Paratethyan connection, 9 species 
liked brackish-water environments (but these are just sporadical) and I have found only 3 species 
occurring in the Sarmatian, too ( Loripes dentatus niveus, Terebralia bidentata lignitarum, Polinices 
catena helicina).

In addition to the Mollusca, 8 Echinoidea and 9 Decapoda were found too. Among Foraminifera, 
Borelis melo abounds in the rock. In addition to it, there is another larger Foraminifera, too, deter
mined by I. K orecz-Lak y , with some reserve though, as Spirolina rimosa ukrainien Didkovskij 1959 
(Plate I, f. 1, 2). Its original occurrence is known from the S Ukrainian deposits o f the Meotian sea. 
The agreement is very good, but whereas the specimens described from there vary between 0.6 and
1.0 mm, here they are 2 to 4 mm in size. The form in question occurs from the very base of the Ba
denian sequence up to its topmost part, and not only in Budapest, but even farther west (Mány, 
Balatonakali), and even in the Mecsek Mts (Pécsvárad). — As verbally stated by I. Cicha, he had 
never met it at other Central Paratethyan localities. Since the species in question is known only from 
Meotian deposits and since the Meotian sea communicated with the Mediterranean, the possibility 
that this Spirolina species too has immigrated from the Mediterranean is quite plausible. This possi
bility should be regarded, however, just as a hypothesis, as it has not yet been recovered from the 
Mediterranean Miocene.

Many thin-shelled Chlamys and similarly thin-shelled Echinoidea, together with spicules o f 
Silicospongia, as preserved in one mass, moreover ramose Bryozoan colonies and the sedimentation 
circumstances suggest that the water depth reached 40 to 50 m and the water was, of course, normal 
saline.

3. The “ Upper Limestone” is conformably overlain by 0.5 m o f white, loose, pulverulent lime 
mud. Molluscan casts recognizable in the rock: Chlamys cfr. biaense, Loripes dujardini, Cardium 
ruthenicum, Ervilia pusilla dissita, Lutraria cfr. angusta, Hydrobia ventrosa, Actaeocina lajonkaireana.
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From among the seven molluscs, the presence of Cardium and Ervilia suggests an E Paratethyan 
influence, and five o f them occur in the Sarmatian as well. A decrease in salinity is obvious, so the 
seawater seems to have had a salinity o f about 20%o. The presence o f Chlamys and Lutraria species 
proves that the deposit is o f Badenian age.

In the washing residue, ElpJiidium macellum, Ammonia beccarii, Spirolina sp. and Miliolidea 
are found.

This formation does not differ at all from the limestone overlying it, as far as the character o f 
the fauna is concerned.

4. Superimposed on the former is a compact, hard limestone (0.8 m) getting distinctly bedded 
higher up the profile. It is characterized by the presence of yellowish-grey, unequally disseminated, 
fine air-fall tuff, by a low amount of biotite and the scarcity of molluscan casts. Pores due to root 
tracks are observable in the upper part.

Fig. 2. Layout of exposures around Örs vezér tér and Keresztúri út 
(J . K ó k a y  — S. M ih á l y  — P . M ü l l e r  1984)

1. Exposures: a) Örs vezér tér (Department Store Sugár), b) Keresztúri út, c) Rákosi vasúti delta. 2. Middle Rhyolite Tuff, 
3. Upper Badenian, 4. Sarmatian. 5. Boundaries of extension of Upper Badenian deposits

2. ábra. Az Örs vezér tér és a Keresztúri út környéki feltárások helyszínrajza 
(K ó k a y  J . — M ih á l y  S .— M ü l l e r  P. 1984)

1. feltárások: a) Örs vezér tér (Sugár Áruház), b) Keresztúri út, c) Rákosi vasúti delta. 2. Középső riolittufa,
3. felső-bádeni rétegek, 4. szarmata rétegek. 5. A felső-bádeni képződmények feltételezett határa
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Fig. 3. Facies profile of the Upper Badenian as developed in exposures in Budapest
ÖK= Örs vezér tér and Kerepesi út, Gy= Gyakorló út, K = Keresztúri út, R = Rákosi vasúti delta. — 1. Clastics,

2. bioclasts, 3. lime-mud, 4. limestone, 5. coral reef, 6. sand, 7. tuffitic sand, 8. tiiffitic unconsolidated sandstone,
9. tuffite. Above the tuffite (K and R): Sarmatian

3. ábra. Felső-bádeni képződmények fáciesszelvénye a budapesti feltárások alapján
ÖK=Örs vezér tér és Kerepesi út, Gy= Gyakorló út, К = Keresztiiri lit, R =  Rákosi vasúti delta. — 1. Durva törmelék,

2. bioklaszt, 3. mésziszap, 4. mészkő, 5. korallzátony, 6. homok, 7. tufitos homok, 8. tufitos laza homokkő, 9. tutit. A tufitréteg
fedője (K és R): szarmata

By grinding a total of about 100 kg of rock, we could collect a molluscan fauna consisting of 33 
taxa. One species from the root-track-patterned upper zone (Pomatias sp.) is a terrestrial one. The 
most frequent species (Table 2) are: Cardium ruthenicum var., Chlamys diaphana, Ervilia pusilla 
dissita and Macira hasteroti konkensis. Out of a total o f 32 marine species 14 are suggestive o f an E 
Paratethyan origin, 25 are “philobrackish” and 17 occur in Sarmatian deposits as well.

I have assigned to species of E Paratethyan provenance even forms hitherto unknown from the 
eastern Middle Miocene, their occurrence having been restricted to the Sarmatian (Cardium cfr. 
kaudense volhynicum, C. lithopodolicum, Mactra andruseowi, Calliostoma cfr. angulatum spirocarina- 
turn).

Typically Central Paratethyan forms within the faunal assemblage are 12 (Badenian) species: 
Lima inflata, Taras rotundatus, Lucina fragilis lecointreae, Calliostoma turricula, Sandbergeria per
pusilla, Alaba costellata anomala, etc.

7 forms are characteristic o f the Middle Miocene of the E Paratethys: Taras rotundatus, Cardium 
kokkupicum, Mactra hasteroti, M. basteroti konkensis, Actaeocina lajonkaireana buhlovensis, Cylichna 
melitopolitana and Ervilia trigonula.

Cardium ruthenicum, C. praeplicatum, Ervilia trigonula, E. pusilla dissita are forms known both 
from Konkian and Sarmatian deposits.

Prom the 32 taxa, 24 are known in the Middle Miocene of Crimo-Caucasian as well.
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Conclusions deduceable from the faunal assemblage:
a) The seawater is observed to have strongly decreased in salinity, having had a salinity o f 

approximately 20 to 25%0 at the time o f deposition of the bed (or rather at the lower boundary), but 
higher than the 12 to 16%o figure suggested for the Sarmatian sea (see Table 2).*

b)  In spite of the possible occurrence in Sarmatian beds of about a half of the fauna o f the deposit, 
it is naturally pre-Sarmatian in age. This is suggested by the presence o f Badenian and Middle Miocene 
elements o f E Paratethyan provenance (see the description of species).

c) The faunal assemblage as a whole greatly resembles that o f the Veselyankian (Buglovian) 
substage, i.e. the upper part o f the Konkian stage (Mar in e sc u —Senes 1974, p. 137):

— transitional species between the marine Miocene and the E Paratethyan endemic forms: 
Loripes dentatus niveus, Ervilia trigonula, Macira basteroti konkensis;

— Miocene forms of Mediterranean type : Lima inflata, Chlamys diaphana, Taras rotundatus, etc ;
— forms common in both the Veselyankian and the Sarmatian beds: Ervilia pusilla dissita, 

Loripes dujardini, Cardium praeplicatum, C. ruthenicum, C. lithopodolicum, Pirenella hartbergensis 
schildbachensis, etc.

In my opinion, and as shown by the examination of the fauna just outlined, the white calcareous 
silt and compact limestone above the “ Upper Limestone” of Örs vezér tér represent, as final member 
of the Badenian sequence, the Veselyankian horizon.

Among Foraminifera, the representatives of Miliolidea and Spirolina laubei are most frequent, 
whereas Spirolina sp. and Borelis melo also occur but in rare cases.

The limestone bed is overlain in the exposure by Quaternary gravels, but, a couple of metres 
farther dipwards (W), already Sarmatian clay was observed as exposed.

The exposure of Keresztúri út

The road-cut made at a distance o f 1.3 km SSE of the Örs vezér tér shopping centre (K ó k a y — 
M ih á l y  — Müller  1984) is about 3 to 4 m high (Fig. 2 and 3). This exposure too begins with the so- 
called “Main Sand” which, however, is followed here not by the purely marine “ Upper Limestone" 
o f Örs vezér tér with smaller pectinids, being overlain:

1. by 0.55 m of Ervilia limestone which is dirty white to drab, strongly porous owing to dissolu
tion of abundant Ervilia shells, loose and unbedded. Ervilia dissita and E. miopusilla are the most 
frequent species in the formation. A total of 34 molluscan taxa could be collected. In addition to 
Ervilia, the following forms are rather frequent and typical: Theodoxus pictus nivosus, Cerithium 
europaeum, G. crenatum procrenatum, Nassa schönni, Glycymeris obtusatus, Taras rotundatus caucasiens, 
Cardium ruthenicum, Gafrarium eximium, Donacilla cornea, Thracia papyracea. 5 forms derive from 
the E Paratethys: Taras rotundatus caucasiens, Ervilia trigonula, E. pusilla dissita, Cardium praeplica
tum, C. ruthenicum. — The 34 species present include 7 that are common in the Sarmatian as well 
and, in addition, there are 16 philobrackish species. The non-philobrackish ones (e.g. Glycymeris 
obtusatus, Codokia leonina, etc.) are usually o f small growth, being juvenile specimens.

A reduction in the size of molluscs not favouring a seawater o f reduced salinity in the Black Sea 
is mentioned by M. B acescit— G. Mü ller  M. GtOMOIu (1971, p. 180).

J. Senes (1956) believes the sediment characterized by the abundance of Ervilia to have been 
formed in a seawater o f a salinity of about 20 to 22%0, namely in the so-called “ laminaria” zone 
(3 to 28 m depth).

2. 1.25 m o f limestone, bedded, with Cerithium and Spirolina (“Lower Cerithium Limestone” ), 
representing, in its upper half, a bioclast showing a cross-lamination reflecting the effect o f wave 
action. It includes beds abounding with Cerithium, while thin interlayers show the presence of 
Mesodesma (Donacilla) corneum, a tiny bivalve associated with Loripes species. \Mesodesma corneum 
is common in both the Black Sea and the oligohaline Sea of Azov too, being observable mainly on a 
sandy bottom (O. A. Sk a r l a t o —J. I. Starabogatov  1972, p. 225).] In beds of bioclastic character 
Spirolina rimosa ukrainien specimens of 2 to 3 mm size and Borelis melo are quite frequent.

From the limestone, I have determined 105 molluscan species of which about 40% is philobrackish, 
18 forms are common in the Sarmatian as well and the following 10 forms are o f Ponto-Caspian

* I have made estimates to assess the salinity demand and tolerance of the individual molluscan taxa. The 
salinity ranges adopted were borrowed from H il t e r m a n n  (K ó k a y  1966) with the only difference that the oligo- 
miohaline range was combined into what I referred to as “ aligsós” (“ scarcely saline” )- For the estimates I used, 
in addition, data from Se n e s  (1955, 1956), Sv a g r o v s k y  (1960), B acesctj— M ü l l e r  — G omoiit (1971) and others, 
as well as my own observations (1966; 1967a). The salinity ranges are shown here on the salinity column of bore
hole Hegymagos 78/18 (Fig. 7). In Tables 2 and 4 to 6, I have split the upper brackish range (20 — 30%0) into two 
parts (20 — 25 and 25 — 30%o)-
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provenance: Bittium reticulatum konkensis, Cylichna melitopolitana, Modiolus incrassatus, M. incrassa
tus buglovensis, Taras rotundatus caucasiens, Cardi um ruthenicum, C. praeplicatum, C. obsoletum 
subjuv.. Irus gregarius modestus, Ervilia trigonula.

Most frequent forms in the fauna are: Theodoxus pictus, Pirenella hartbergensis rüdti, P. biseriata, 
Sdndber g er ia perpusilla, Bittium reticulatum, Cerithium europaeum, C. boettgeri, C. cr enatum podhorcen
se, C. bronni, Cantharus exsculptus, Nassa schönni, Actaeocina lajonkaireana, Modiolus mytiloides, 
Cardium ruthenicum, Venus basteroti latilamellata, Ervilia miopusilla, Donacilla cornea.

This fauna too is characterized by the normal size of the philobrackish forms, while the forms 
requiring normal salinity are smaller, for the most part subjuvenile (e.g. Diodora graeca, Scaphander 
lignarius targionius, Glycymeris obtusatus, Cancellaria lyrata, etc.).

The salinity of the seawater seems to have risen a little bit higher than it was the case at the 
time of Ervilia limestone deposition, but it could not be more than 25%0. The fauna is very similar 
to the mollusc communities existing down to about 20 m depth in the Sea of Marmara (A. Ostroumov 
1896), where the salinity is about 25/ю (K. N atterer  1895).

Hence, the water depth seems to have been smaller, just a few m, than it was the case at the 
time o f deposition of the underlying Ervilia limestone. This is suggested by the fact that the rock is 
for a considerable part bioclastic, moreover by a cross-bedding due to surf action, and by the intra- 
formational accumulation of black Ervilia limestone nodules in the lower half of the deposit.

3. 0.05 m of gravelly limestone overlying with some unconformity the cross-bedded bioclastic 
formation. The pebbles include recognizable rounded debris deriving from the “ Lower Cerithium 
Limestone” underneath. The most frequent molluscs are specimens of smaller size and of reduced 
ornamentation of Cerithium europaeum and representatives o f Pirenella hartbergensis rüdti.

4. Next to follow in the profile is 0.1 m of Bryozoa — Vermes-bearing limestone. The rock is 
characterized by the presence of Foraminifera (mainly Borelis mélo), beds with molluscan casts, mat
like colonies of Bryozoans and a maze of Vermes (Ser pula sp.). In the Bryozoan colonies, tiny Balanus 
sp. specimens are often found. Some of a total o f 53 identified molluscan species may have been re
deposited from the underlying“ Lower Cerithium Limestone” , but the intact and double-valved forms 
occurring in the overlying formation as well must be regarded as certainly autochtonous.

From among the 53 taxa identified from the Bryozoan -Vermes bed, 32 are surely autochtonous ; 
6 forms are suggestive of E Paratethyan connections (6 o f the 32 autochtonous forms are so, too): 
Modiolus incrassatus, M. incrassatus buglovensis, Cardium ruthenicum, Paphia vitaliana inf r as armatica, 
Ervilia trigonula, Bittium reticulatum konkensis.

28 of the 32 autochtonous species are philobrackish, 14 are indicative of the Badenian [e.g. 
Diodora graeca, Murex (Hexaplex) austriacus, Nassa dor sani for mis, Clavatula schreib ersi, etc.)] and 
13 are forms occurring in the Sarmatian as well.

5. A 0.65-m-thick layer o f white, loose, medium- to small-grained, calcareous, tuffitic sandstone 
characterized by the high frequency of Cerithium (“Upper Cerithium Bed” ), along with other molluscs.

Most frequent molluscan casts in the deposit belong to a subjuvenile Cerithium europaeum having 
a simplified, i.e. reduced, ornament suggestive of an environment with less favourable salinity con
ditions (reduced salinity). A reduction in size is observable in the case of other forms, ones of a higher 
salinity demand, as well (e.g. Pyrgula cfr. geometra juv.).

From a total of 40 Mollusca species recovered from the bed in question, 22 are philobrackish, 
10 occur in the Sarmatian as well and 10 derive from the E Paratethys. These are : Modiolus incrassatus 
buglovensis, M. ustjurtensis, Taras rotundatus caucasiens, Cardium many ense, Paphia secunda, P. cfr. 
vitaliana infr as armat ica, Cardium ruthenicum, C. praeplicatum, Ervilia trigonula, E. pusilla dissita.

The first five of them are common only in the pre-Sarmatian deposits o f the E Paratethys.
From the 40 species, 24 are indicative of the Badenian: Gibbula affinis, Calliostoma planatum 

crassior, Rissoina podolica, Sandbergeria perpusilla, S. spiralissima, Alaba costellata anomala, Cerithium 
europaeum, Cantharus exsculptus, Chlamys rákosense, etc. Form among the Foraminifera, Borelis 
melo, Spirolina laubei, Spirolina sp. and Miliolina are recognizable in the rock.

6. Next to follow higher up the profile is 0.25 m of oolitic, slightly tuffitic brownish-yellow 
limestone. The rock is poor in fossils, Ervilia trigonula, Bryozoa, Spirolina sp., Miliolidea and root 
traces being rarely observable.

7. 0.40 m of bentonitic dacite tuff with calcareous streaks in the middle of the bed.
8. 0.60 m of elastics composed of scarcely rounded debris of two underlying rock types (2 to 

4 cm in diameter). Produced by wave action, the elastics have remained in situ, indicating ephemeral 
changes in sea level. The clastic bed is already considered to be a basal Sarmatian formation.

9. Approximately 1.0 m of grey medium- to fine-grained quartz sand with dacite pumice debris 
containing, at the base, calcareous sandstone streaks forming a kind of “ veinlet” . The interbedded 
layers show an upwmrd increase in thickness and lime content. Mollusca fauna of the sandstone- and 
sandy limestone streaks or layers: Calliostoma angulatum, Hydrobia sp., Cardium ruthenicum, C. cfr. 
lithopodolicum, Cardium sp., Ervilia pusilla dissita, E. trigonula, Macira eichivaldi.

2 G e o lo g ic a  H u n ga rica  48
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The fauna includes no strictly Badenian form. Macira eichwaldi is characteristic of the Sarmatian. 
All in all, the assemblage is diagnostic o f the base of the Sarmatian.

Between the two exposures just described, at a distance of approximately 400 m from the Ors 
vezér tér site, there was another exposure that had resulted from canalization along Gyakorló út. This 
one exposed, essentially, a sequence lithologically and faunistically similar to the Keresztúri út 
exposure, but it extended vertically only up to the top of the “ Lower Cerithium Beds” .

The exposure at Rákosi vasúti delta ( railway-cut of Rákos)

The railway-cut of Rákos (Fig. 2) is found at a distance of 500 m or so SSE o f the Keresztúri út 
exposure. Having a rich fauna and exposed in full, this Tipper Badenian key section is to be revised 
for documentary purposes—a revision which my colleague P. Mü ller  and myself have already 
started. During the last 100 years a host o f scientists have studied the sequence in question (I. Lo- 
REXTHBY 1913b, E. V ad ász  1906, F. Sc h a e a r zik —A. V ek d l  1929, etc.).

Earlier authors believed the “ Tortonian—Sarmatian” boundary to be continuous, but they did 
not examine it in detail. Relying on a scrutinized sampling and study, we have cleared the problems 
o f definition of the boundary.

I shall refrain from discussing the whole Upper Badenian sequence exposed in the railway-cut, 
for I have not intended to present Upper Badenian key sections, but my aim has been to study 
exhaustively the E Paratethyan connections. For this reason, I shall restrict myself to featuring the 
upper half o f the sequence only, comparing it with the profiles already discussed (see Fig. 3).

1. The 5-m-thick “ Main Sand” mentioned in the previous profiles is overlain by 0.4 m of un
consolidated, calcareous, mollusc-cast-bearing sandstone of dirty white colour deposited, as shown 
by the fossils examined, in a seawater o f normal salinity (euhaline molluscs, echinids).

2. Next to follow in the profile is 0.5 m of dirty white, unbedded fossil-rich Cardium —Cerithium-— 
Ervilia limestone. On evidence of the preliminary sampling the fauna of the limestone consists of 23 
molluscan species. Most frequent in the formations in question is the species Cardium ( AcanthocardiaJ 
barrandei schafferi. This one is found in abundance in the rock, but is represented, as a rule, by 
juvenile to subjuvenile specimens. As is well known, Cardium was observed to decrease in size east
wards in the Baltic Sea in correspondence with the reduction of salinity. Obviously this is the case 
here too, since the 23 species include 13 forms that are philobrackish : Cerithium crenatum communa- 
tum, G. tmonense, C. boettgeri, Theodoxus pictus, Cardium ruthenicum, Ervilia sp. etc. (As far as 
Cardium barrandei schafferi is concerned, I do not regard it as philobrackish, for it was exactly by 
reducing its size that that species “ protested” against the harsh environment with a salinity disad
vantageous for its growth.)

In the formation in question, I have found six Crimo-Caucasian elements, i.e. forms presumably 
originating therefrom. Here they are: Cardium ruthenicum, Ervilia trigonula, E. pusilla dissita, 
Paphia; secunda. Modiolus incrassatus sultanensis, Paphia vitaliana infrasarmatica.

Five forms are habitual in the Sarmatian as well, but abundant Badenian elements leave no 
doubt as far as the age of the formation is concerned. Such Badenian forms (17) are for example: 
Oxystele patula orientalis, Scaphander lignarius tragionius, Cerithium species, Sandbergeria perpusilla, 
Cardium barrendei schafferi, Trackycardiurn multicostatum, Angulus planatus, etc.

Conclusions : Here abouts the water o f normal salinity did not come up to the normal seawater 
figure having been as low as approximately 22 to 25%o.

The rest o f the sequence shows a pattern akin to that o f the section exposed in Keresztúri út 
and described in the foregoing. The differences are as follows :

3. The sequence corresponding to the “ Lower Cerithium Beds” (2.25 m) is poorer in fossils and 
P. M ü ller  identified an oncoid-stromatolite horizon in its lower zone. Its upper zone shows here too 
a wave action pattern o f cross lamination.

4. Next to follow, with no unconformity, are 1.60 cm of “ Upper Cerithium Beds” represented by 
sandy limestone with Cerithium-bearing and molluscan intercalations. The fauna of the “Upper 
Cerithium Beds” is similar to the molluscan assemblage recovered from the corresponding member 
o f the Keresztúri út exposure. In this case too, Cerithium europaeum predominates with a similarly 
subdued ornament. It is interesting to note that a peculiar species indicative o f Ponto-Caspian 
connections has been recovered too : Cardium (Acanthocardia) platovi which occurs in deposits belong
ing to the Konkian*.

* After finalizing his manuscript, M ü l l e r  (1984) found euryhaline Decapoda remains, Pilumnopeus para- 
tethyensis M ü l l , and Diogenes sp., in the sequence. Forms closely related to the first one are living off W and 
E Africa.
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From the “Upper Cerithium Beds"’ , I have distinguished 28 molluscan taxa of which 20 are 
philobrackish, 10 are indicative o f the Badenian, 12 occur in the Sarmatian as well, and 9 bear witness 
to an E Paratethyan connection (Table 2).

5. The dacite tuffite formation in the Keresztúri út exposure was 40 cm, here it is only 1 to 
2 cm, in thickness. Above it, the detrital zone representing the base of the Sarmatian is missing. 
Instead, the dacite tuff is followed by 0.4 m of yellowish-white marly sandstone with Ervilia sp., 
Hydrobia sp., Spirolina sp., Miliolidae and root tracks.

6. Next to follow above the former is a Sarmatian sand and sandstone sequence in which Macira 
eichwaldi is quite frequent.

C o n c l u s i o n s  concerning the Örs vezér tér- -Keresztúri út — Rákos “ vasúti delta” section
line :

The Upper Badenian sequences from the Örs vezér tér up to the railway-cut o f Rákos are by 
and large similar in facies (Fig. 2 and 3) with similar faunal assemblages typical of a seawater of 
normal salinity. The sequence overlying the “ Main Sands” , however, shows a marked differentiation 
of facies along the section line :

— Along Örs vezér tér and Kerepesi út, the deposition of abundantly fossiliferous limestone 
(“ Upper Limestone” ) at a water depth of at least 40 m continued, resulting in 2.2 m thickness of 
sediment. Of a total of 132 molluscan species, 9 are capable o f tolerating a certain degree (upper 
brachyhaline) of reduction in salinity (and these are only sporadical species), being habitual in the 
Sarmatian as well.

— On the other hand, in the surroundings of Gyakorló út, Keresztúri út and Rákos “ vasúti 
delta” , brachyhaline sediments were deposited in a shallow-water environment, resulting, at the 
Keresztúri út site, in a thickness o f 1.80 m. From the sequence in question, I have distinguished a 
total o f 118 molluscan taxa including 40% philobrackish forms, i.e. forms enduring or favouring a 
reduction in salinity, frequently abundant, with a great number of individuals. The molluscs favouring 
an environment of normal salinity are reduced in size with a subdued ornament. 21 of the 118 forms 
are common in the Sarmatian as well, while 10 derive from the E Paratethys.

The sequence of the corresponding horizon at Rákos “ vasúti delta” is 2.75 m thick, being charac
terized, at Keresztúri út, by a rather poor fauna. There is a remarkable difference, however, between 
the Ervilia limestone bed of Keresztúri út and the stratigraphically equivalent Cardium—Cerithium— 
Ervilia limestone bed of Rákos. The fact is that the latter occupies, from an ecological viewpoint (depth 
of deposition and particularly salinity), an intermediate position between the “ Upper Limestone” 
of Örs vezér tér and the Ervilia limestone. Hence, it is an intermediate type rather than a transition 
to the Sarmatian (Schafa r z ik —V en d l  1929).

Consequently, the isochrony of the two facies is obvious. This is confirmed basically by the iden
tity and traceability of the underlying sands and by the lack of an unconformity between the “ Main 
Sand” and the bed subsequent to it.

The question to find out the causes responsible for the great difference in salinity over such a 
small distance and for the presence of two different, though isochronous, facies is crucial. Alternatives :

1. Isolation into a lagoon. There is no evidence of a landlocking of this kind, the formations in 
question being o f different character.

2. A stream may have emptied into the nearby sea and the fresh- to brackish water of low 
specific weight would be spread, in a thickness of 10 — 20 — 30 m, on top o f the more dense seawater. 
For this reason, the sediments deposited at low depths would be formed in a brackish-water environ
ment, with a brachyhaline fauna, whereas the deeper zones would be inhabited by a fauna typical o f 
an environment of normal salinity. This alternative should be rejected for the following reasons :

— This phenomenon, as we shall see in the forthcoming discussion, is observable over a much 
larger area. Given the presence of a paleogeographic archipelagic environment, the emptying of a 
giant river into it is inconceivable, for this would have produced enormous masses o f deltaic deposits 
which is not the case here. In the time span in question the influx of land-derived materials was 
strongly reduced, which in itself indicates that no major river could be entering the sea in this area.

— The hypothesis in question does not account for the admixture of Crimo-Caucasian elements 
to the fauna here.

3. The only realistic explanation for the genetic dissimilarity reflected by the pre-existing salinity 
of the two isochronous formations is as follows :

Towards the end of Late Badenian time the Earth’s crust movements led to a reduction of the 
communication with the Mediterranean, and at the same time the communication with the Konkian 
sea of the E Paratethys widened. This resulted in the Central Paratethys area in the development of 
sea current conditions similar to the case of the modern Sea of Marmara. The fact is that the slightly 
saline Black Sea water (16 to 18%o) overflows (via Bosphorus) the denser waters into the basin of
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the Sea of Marmara, while underneath a water o f normal salinity arrives from the Aegean Sea (via 
Dardanelles). (The Black Sea is entered, underneath, by the topmost waters o f 22 to 23%0 salinity 
o f the Sea o f Marmara, as the depth critical in terms of salinity in the Bosphorus is as low as 30 m).

Putting together the above mosaics, it can be concluded that between what is now Rákos “ vasúti 
delta” and Örs vezér tere a somewhat elevated E —W striking ridge was formed in Late Badenian— 
Sarmatian time as a result o f tectonic movements taken place at the boundary between the “ Main 
Sand” and the “ Upper Limestone” .* The implications may be listed as follows:

- Towards the end of Late Badenian time brackish-water sediments were deposited into which 
the seawater that was coming from the east and was “ diluted above” introduced E Paratethyan 
faunal elements. This resulted in a salinity state “ thin above, normal underneath” . In other words, 
two successions of strongly different facies were formed within a few hundred metres in the area in 
question.

— The deposits on this ridge are thinner.
— The topmost Badenian dacite tuff is thicker owing to incoming land-derived sediments.
— The “ Upper Cerithium Beds” (with some detritus and a thin Bryozoa—Vermes bed at their 

base) overly unconformably the Lower Cerithium Beds, while at Rákos “ vasúti delta” their super
position is conformable. (At Örs vezér tér too, the superposition o f the Veselyankian calcareous silt 
on the “ Upper Limestone” sequence is conformable.)

* * *
Overlying the “ Upper Limestone” , the formations that yielded the fauna of Veselyankian type 

at the Örs vezér tér site are obviously in the same stratigraphic horizon as the Bryozoa—Vermes 
beds and the “ Upper Cerithium Beds” o f Keresztúri út and the “Upper Cerithium Beds” o f Rákos. 
At the Örs vezér tér site, the thickness o f the deposit is at least 1.30 m, at the Keresztúri út site, 
the thickness down to the Sarmatian basal detritus is 1.45 m, while at Rákos it is only 1.60 m. The 
faunal assemblages o f the three localities are compared with one another in Table 2 and 3.

Table 3 — 3. táblázat
Mollusca fauna of Örs vezér tér (1), Keresztúri út (2) and Rákosi delta (3): a quantitative comparison 

Az Örs vezér tér (1), a Keresztúri út (2) és a Rákosi delta (3) Mollusca faunájának számszerű összehasonlítása

Fauna
Localities

1 2 3

Total mollusc taxa 32 54 28
Philo-brackish 25 31 20
Suggestive of the Badenian 10 30 10
Present in the Sarmatian as well 17 17 12
Derives from the E Paratethys 14 12 9

As evident from the comparison, the dissimilarities are unessential from the viewpoint o f facies 
and salinity. (Although the Keresztúri út deposit may seem to have been formed under somewhat 
higher salinity conditions, this difference may be due to the sandy bottom as well.) The basic feature 
is the same i.e. it is in these beds that the trend of the faunal composition to approach that o f the 
Sarmatian and the decrease in salinity are most conspicuous. May I note that the foraminiferal 
assemblages show the same constitution in both occurrences. Decapods have been encountered only 
at Rákos.

The slight unconformity between the Lower and Upper Cerithium Beds in the Keresztúri út 
section means that the existence o f the Veselyankian substage can be interpreted diastrophically, in 
harmony with the change in lithology. This one, however, is not a local phenomenon, for in the 
holostratotype, the Upper Konkian sequence has transgressed over the Oligocène (N. Sokolov 1899; 
V. I. Didkovskiy—V. G. K ulichenko 1975, p. 50; F. F. Steininger —L. Nevesskaya 1975, p. 249) 
with the Sartaganian missing from the section. In other profiles to be presented in this work too, the 
lithological change of the Veselyankian Beds as compared to the formations underlying them is 
remarkable.

The conclusion that is inferred from the above is that the molluscs o f E Paratethyan provenance 
occurring beneath the formations corresponding to the Veselyankian substage are representatives 
o f the Lower Konkian, i.e. Sartaganian, substage in the profiles here discussed.

* For the author’s publications dealing with Miocene tectonic movements detectable in the Hungarian Central 
Range, see K ó k a y  1968, 1976, 1984, 1985, etc.
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Other occurrences from Budapest

One of the METRO boreholes drilled in the metropolitan area of 
the capital (METRO H. 34) was put down opposite to the SZOT (Na
tional Trade Union Council) headquarters in Mező Imre út.

The borehole penetrated beneath the Quaternary, down to 21.70 m, 
Sarmatian beds, down to 40.80 m, an Upper Badenian marine sequence 
composed of alternating sand, sandstone and Leithakalk beds (Eig. 4). 
From 22.60 down to the base of the Upper Badenian, the succession was 
deposited in a seawater o f normal salinity. In the 22.40 to 22.60 m in
terval the Ervilia—Mollusca-bearing sandy limestone contains the foll
owing megafossils: Turritella bienaszi percincta F r ie d b ., Sandbergeria 
perpusilla G r a t ., Cerithium boettgeri Sv a g r ., C. crenatum procrenatum 
Sacco , Polinices catena helicina B rocc ., Calyptraea chinensis L., Nassa 
dorsaniformis Sv a g r ., Actaeocina lajonkaireana B a s t ., Modiolus myti- 
loides Br n ., Chlamys sp., Lutetia nitida Rss., Taras rotundatus M o n t ., Lo
ripes du jar dini D e sh ., Lucina fragilis lecointreae Cossm . et P e y r ., Car
dium ruthenicum H il b ., C. ( Acanthocardia) platovi B og ., Tr achy car dium 
multicostatum B rocc ., Dosinia lupinus lincta P u l tn ., Venus basteroti 
latilamellata K atjt., V. (Timoclea) konkensis So k ., Ervilia trigonula 
So k ., E. miopusilla B ogsch , E. pusilla dissita E ic h w ., Macira basteroti 
Ma y ., M . basteroti konkensis So k ., M. quasideltoides B o g ., Lutraria sp., 
Angulus donacinus L., Macoma elliptica B rocc ., Thracia pubescens 
P u l tn ., Thracia papyraceae P o l i.

From a total o f 31 taxa, 13 may be considered to represent philo- 
brackish forms, 6 are common in the Sarmatian as well and the follow
ing 7 are indicative o f E Paratethyan connections : Cardium ruthenicum, 
C. platovi, Venus konkensis, Ervilia trigonula, E. pusilla dissita, Macira 
basteroti konkensis, M. quasideltoides. In terms of composition (likewise 
about 40% is constituted by philobrackish elements), the fauna stands 
close to the “ Lower Cerithium Beds” o f Keresztúri út, being character
ized by similar salinity conditions. Noteworthy is the presence o f Ve
nus konkensis (2 specimens) which, together with Macira basteroti and 
its subspecies konkensis, is characteristic o f the Veselyankian. Such 
forms may occur in older formations — corresponding to the Sartaga- 
nian—as well. The presence of a third Mactra species, M. quasideltoides, 
is also interesting, for this one has hitherto been reported only from the 
Chokrakian.

The formation under discussion is considered by the present writer 
to be isochronous with the “ Lower Cerithium” limestone of Keresztúri 
út (hence, pre-Veselyankian) and to have been formed under similar sa
linity conditions.

The overlying Ervilia—Bryozoa-bearing calcareous marl (21.70— 
21.90 m) with Sandbergeria perpusilla, Ervilia trigonula and E. pusilla 
dissita seems to have been deposited in Veselyankian time. This bed is 
the one with which the Upper Badenian sedimentary sequence ends.

Put down in Rottenbiller utca (Rottenbiller Street), borehole 
H.27/1 intersected, between 44.20 and 44.50 m, sandy silts from which 
I determined a Pirenella molluscan assemblage composed of 20 species. 
These include 13 philobrackish forms and a species o f Konkian age, 
Paphia secunda.

m
21,7
21,9

22,4
22,6

30,2

32,4

33,2

33,7

35,5

36,4

-7—

SARMATIAN

MIDDLE BADENIAN

Fig. 4. Upper Badenian sec
tion of borehole Metro H. 34
1. Silt with bioturbations, 2. Pecten 
sandstone, 3. Leithakalk, 4. silty 

marl with Pecten, 5. sand,
6. Chlamys sandstone, 7. sandy 
molluscan limestone, 8. sand, 9. Er- 

vilia-bearing calcareous marl
4. ábra. A Metró H. 34. sz. 
fúrás felső-bádeni szelvénye
1. Bioturbációs aleurit, 2. pectenes 
homokkő, 3. lajtamészkő, 4. pecte

nes aleuritos márga, 5. homok,
6. chlamysos homokkő, 7. homokos, 
molluscás mészkő, 8. homok, 9. er- 

viliás mészmárga
The occurrence of Upper Badenian Leithakalk formations in the 

vicinity o f Nagytétény on the southern margin o f the Buda Hills has 
been known for a long time now. In the surroundings of the forest K a
mara-erdő the sedimentation is continuous towards the Sarmatian. The uppermost few decime
tres o f the Upper Badenian sedimentary sequence bear already the imprint o f a brackish water 
sedimentation, with Ponto-Caspian adventive elements such as Cardium praeplicatum being already 
recognizable in them.

In the Diósd area the older Sarmatian (Kozardian) overlies with a marked unconformity the 
marine Upper Badenian,
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2. Southern foreland o f the Transdanubian Central Range

a )  T h e  M  á n y — Z s á m h é k a r e a

The Late Badenian and Sarmatian sea also ingressed from the southern main arm penetrated 
into the western foreland o f what are now the Buda Mountains. Over a considerable part o f  the 
sedimentary basin the sedimentation is continuous through the stratigraphic boundary o f the two 
stages. A scrutinized examination o f core samples from several coal-exjdoratory boreholes spudded 
in the study area (Fig. 1) enabled me to gather information on the boundary events. Here are a few 
type sections of the studied boreholes (Fig. 5).

Borehole Perbál 5

Deepened in the southwest forefield o f Perbál village, borehole Pb. 5 penetrated down to 178.10 m 
Sarmatian pelitic formations with a typically Sarmatian fauna. Underneath, from 178.10 to 178.30 m, 
diatomite-laminated calcareous marls with dacite tuffs followed, underlain, in turn, down to 178.80 m, 
by light greenish-grey silty argillaceous marls with a rich Mollusca fauna dominated by Cardium 
scylothicum. Among a total o f 27 species, the following are most frequent (Table 2) : Musculus conditus, 
Cardium scylothicum, Spondiodontella sokolovi, Abra alba scythica, Cultellus scaphoideus, Corbula gibba, 
/littium spina, Bingicula auriculata buccinea.

All but 2 to 3 o f the 27 taxa are philobrackish, an assemblage from which 4 species ( Cardium 
obsoletum, C. ruthenicum, Paphia vitaliana infrasarmatica, Abra reflexa) occur also in the Sarmatian. 
12 forms including Cardium, Spaniodontella, Cultellus, etc. suggest an E Paratethyan provenance. 
Badenian forms unknown from the E Paratethys are Area clathrata, Bittium spina, Abra taurolonga 
and Ervilia miopusilla. The argillaceous marls contain several Early Badenian taxa represented in 
the E Paratethys as well, e.g. Musculus conditus, Chlamys diaphana, Corbula gibba, Bingicula auri
culata buccinea, Par vicar d. i um subhispidum, etc.

Hence, the faunal assemblage of the formation in question is a typically Upper Konkian (Vesely- 
ankian) one, for 10 of a total o f 27 taxa are indicative o f such an age. In the type section too (Sokolov  
1899) the abundance o f Cardium scylothicum is conspicuous, being accompanied by Spaniodontella 
sokolovi, Cardium ruthenicum, Abra alba scythica, etc. From the same fauna, Cultellus scaphoideus 
is characteristic o f the Chokrakian, Modiolus ustjurtensis being so o f the Lower .Konkian (Sartaganian) 
(Table 2).

The core fragment taken from the 178.80th m of the borehole is argillaceous Corbula—Mollusca 
marl markedly differring lithologically, in colour (darker), sand content and fracture, from the bed 
overlying it. A characteristic feature is the presence of Corbula gibba showing a marked frequency in 
the rock. A total o f 16 taxa I have determined from it include 7 species that endured or even favoured 
brachyhaline seawater and that are not represented in the Sarmatian. Euxinic-Caspian relations are 
suggested by 5 species: Cardium mányense, Abra alba scythica, A. parabilis attalica, Cultellus scaphoi
deus, Spaniodontella sokolovi. Most frequent among the Badenian forms are Corbula gibba, Turritella 
pythagorica and Nassa restitutiana.

The sediment seems to have been deposited under conditions that corresponded to the limiting 
salinity between normal seawater and upper brackish-water. As proved by the composition of the 
fauna, the salinity o f the seawater was higher than it was the case with the overlying Veselyankian 
Cardium-bearing argillaceous marl. Thus this formation already corresponds to the Sartaganian 
horizon.

In the borehole the Upper Badenian marine deposits (mainly silt and argillaceous marl) are 
recognizable as deep as to 197.70 m. At 182.50 m and 185.50 m an E Paratethyan element, Cultellus 
scaphoideus, was discovered.

Perbál Pb. 2, a water-exploratory borehole put down in the village, exposed a sedimentary se
quence similar to that intersected by Pb. 5, but a bit thicker. The Upper Badenian, predominantly 
pelitic, persisted from 286.80 to 309.0 m. In the interval o f 286.80 — 288.30 m a very similar formation 
assignable to the Veselyankian horizon occurs, just like it is the case with the 178.30—178.80 m inter
val o f Pb. 5. The only difference is that here Cardium scylothicum is less frequent, while Cultellus 
scaphoideus and Bittium spina are more frequent. The sequence in question is underlain by argillaceous 
marls teeming with giant-sized (18 — 21 mm) Corbula gibba specimens and containing Turritella 
ypthagorica as well.
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Borehole Mány 8

Coal-exploratory borehole Mány M. 8 was put down at about 4 km northeast o f the village of 
the same name.

1. The base of the Sarmatian was observed at 210.0 m with fine sandy marl and silt beds at the 
very bottom which contain the following, typically Sarmatian Mollusca fauna: Musculus sarmaticus, 
Gardium praeplicatum, C. vindobonen.se, G. cfr. ruthenicum, Ervilia sp., Macira eichwaldi. They include 
no Badenian element.

2. Between 210.00 and 211.40 m, there is a silty molluscan marl with a thin interbedded bentonite 
layer. The rock contains Taras rotundatus caucasiens, Gardium praeplicatum, C. mányense, Ervilia 
trigonula, E. pusilla dissita, Paphia secunda, Pirenella hartberg ensis.

All forms are philobrackish, with no Badenian element, but there are 3 E Paratethyan Middle 
Miocene forms: Gardium mányense, Taras rotundatus caucasiens and Paphia secunda, which in the 
Sarmatian did no longer occur.

3. Between 211.40 and 211.70 m there was an argillaceous marl with a fauna o f mio-mesohaline 
character: Planorbis, Gyraulus, Lymnaea, Hydrobia, Gardium sp. The formation is uncharacteristic 
from the viewpoint of stratigraphic correlation.

4. The silty argillaceous marl o f 211.70 — 213.00 m has yielded the following molluscan assem
blage: Muscidus conditus, Anomia ephippium, Loripes dentatus, Gardium. platovi, G. praeplicatum,
G. mányense, Ervilia trigonula, E. pusilla dissita, Abra alba scythica, Cerithium crenatum procrenatum.

All members of the fauna composed of ten taxa are more or less philobrackish, four ones are 
habitual in the Sarmatian as well, four are Badenian forms, and six are Crimo-Caucasian immigrants.

5. Underneath, between 213.00 and 213.50 m, there are greenish calcareous marls with the 
following molluscs: Loripes, dufardini, Gardium praeplicatum, G. mányense, C. platovi, Trachycardium 
pseudomulticostatum, Paphia secunda, Abra alba scythica, Dor sanum sp., Pirenella sp. Of the 9 taxa, 
6 are indicative of E Paratethyan connections including an interesting form, Trachycardium pseudo
multicostatum, hitherto known from the Chokrakian.

6. From 213.50 to 214.00 m, greenish-grey argillaceous marls were intersected, with the follow
ing fauna: Musculus conditus, Loripes dujardini, Gardium praeplicatum, Macira sp., Gastrana 
fragilis, Pirenella hartberg ensis, P. nodosoplicata eichwaldi. One oriental element : Gardium praeplica
tum. All but Muscidus conditus may occur in the Sarmatian, too.

7. From 214.0 to 217.5 m the sediment shows quite different features, being represented by 
sandy argillaceous marls with a lot o f molluscs. I have identified a total o f 19 molluscs. Lucina (Lori- 
pinus) globulosa is most frequent. From the assemblage, 7 forms are philobrackish, 4 are oriental 
elements ( Gardium praeplicatum, G. ruthenicum, G. mányense, Paphia secunda), 5 being encounterable 
in the Sarmatian too.

The varied sequence between 210.0 and 214.0 m is identified with the Veselyankian and the 
corresponding horizons cut in boreholes Pb. 2 and 5 (Table 2), the sequence underneath being corre
lated with the Lo wer Konkian (Sartaganian).

Borehole Mány 192

Borehole Many M. 192, when intersecting the Sarmatian/Badenian boundary, exposed a conti
nuous succession.

1. Hit at 200.90 m, the boundary was overlain by Sarmatian argillaceous marls with Gibbula 
picta, Gardium vindobonense, Musculus sarmaticus and Modiolus incrassatus (det. J. Boda).

2. From 200.90 m downwards the rock shows an increase in lime content. The marl to calcareous 
marl sequence yielded, down to 203.50 m, the following fossil assemblage: Gardium mányense, C. 
praeplicatum, C. platovi, Ervilia cfr. trigonula, Pirenella hartberg ensis.

Of the 5 forms, 3 may also occur in the Sarmatian, 4 are indicative o f the E Paratethys, from 
among these latter, Gardium platovi and C. mányense are characteristic o f the Konkian substage. No 
species diagnostic o f the Badenian was observed. Thus the Badenian age of the bed is proved by the 
Middle Miocene forms o f the E Paratethys.

3. After 0.02 m of dacite tuff there followed, down to 204.10 m, argillaceous marls dominated 
by Pirenella at the top and by Hydrobia and Cardium at the base.

In the upper part o f the bed Pirenella nodosoplicata, P. schaueri and P . eichwaldi are frequent. 
According to J. Svagrovsky (I960), the last-mentioned species may have had an optimum salinity 
demand o f 10 to 20%o, i.e. meso- to lower brachyhaline. Senes (1956) estimated the optimum salinity 
demand o f Pirenella nodosoplicata at 18 to 20%o. The optimum salinity demand of Hydrobia varies 
between wide limits, being generally mio- to pliohaline. It is always the associated, non-Hydrobia,
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fauna that decides (Kókay 1966). On evidence of the smaller Cardium forms ( C. mányense)  I suppose 
a habitat o f meso- to pliohaline salinity. Cardium, P. nodosoplicata eichwaldi and P. schaueri testify 
to a pre-Sarmatian age of the sediment.

4. Down to 204.70 m an unfossiliferous argillaceous marl bed was intersected with pyritized 
root tracks. This suggests a very shallow water.

5. Down to 206.20 m the argillaceous marl sequence comprises beds characterized by various 
faunal assemblages: a Hydrobia—Pirenella (P. hartbergensis rüdti) assemblage, a Miliolidea— 
Hydrobia—Pirenella (P. nodosoplicata) assemblage, an assemblage composed merely o f Pirenella 
and a Terebralia—Cardium assemblage. Down the profile the species gradually increased in number 
and, at 206.0 m, the following E Paratethyan forms could be identified: Modiolus incrassatus buglo- 
vensis, Cardium, praeplicatum and Paphia secunda.

Badenian forms indicative of a seawater o f higher salinity: Cerithium europaeum juv., Alaba 
pangymna, Chlamys cfr. malvinae, Corbula gibba and Eulimella nitidissima.

6. The argillaceous marls ranging from 206.20 to 206.80 m include Pirenella—Terebralia-, 
Cardium—Miliolidea- and Ostrea—Mollusca-bearing intercalations. A total of 22 taxa have been 
distinguished. Of these, already only 7 might occur in the Sarmatian as well, but all are more or less 
philobrackish, and 4 derive from the E Paratethys (Modiolus incrassatus buglovensis, Cardium 
praeplicatum, C. mánye-nse and Paphia secunda). In the lower part o f the argillaceous marl Area 
diluvii subjuv. and Ostrea digitalina already appear too. At the base the salinity seems to indicate 
already 20 to 22%0.

7. Prom 206.80 m on, a lithological change is observable (clay) with the appearance of molluscs 
in abundance. The fauna is richer in species, but, down to 207.10 m, it is still the Pirenella, forms 
favouring an environment o f lower salinity, that are quite frequent. Modiolus incrassatus and Cardium 
mányense, forms indicative of an oriental influence, are not unfrequent either. 12 o f the 22 molluscan 
species are philobrackish.

* * *

In the borehole the Upper Badenian sequence ranged from 200.90 to 229.00 m, with argillaceous 
rocks including three thin (15 — 30 cm) lignite seams with freshwater molluscs (Lymnaea sp., Planorbis 
sp.). It is only the molluscan argillaceous marls o f the 208.60 to 208.90 m interval that may be regarded 
as sediments deposited in a seawater o f normal salinity. In fact, even hermatypical coral fragments 
identified by P. Müller as Siderastraea cremdata Goldf. and Cladangia conferta B ecss have been 
recovered from the argillaceous marls. In P. Muller’s opinion, these are representatives of the most 
enduring species that are capable o f living down to the lower limit of normal salinity (28 — 30%o). 
(Along with the corals there were 7 Mollusca species, including 2 philobrackish forms.) The Upper 
Badenian sequence is characterized by the abundance o f Cerithium and Pirenella rejmesented by 
varying associations.

Crimo-Caucasian adventive forms are encounterable throughout the Upper Badenian sequence 
of the borehole. I found Paphia secunda and Cardium mányense already in the lovermost layer. 
These are recognizable throughout the section penetrated. Modiolus incrassatus occurred in a host o f 
beds too. Cardium praeplicatum was recovered from 218.00 m and 212.50 m, Venus ( Timoclea)  kon- 
kensis subjuvenilis (one specimen) was found at 216.90 m (in Pirenella—Mollusca—Miliolidea-bearing 
argillaceous marls). I did find, in 207.40 — and 213.40 m, specimens of Abra parabilis attalica too.

Thus, all in all, the number o f Euxinic-Caspian forms I have been able to identify in the Upper 
Badenian sequence cut by the borehole has been as low as seven.

From the Upper Badenian section penetrated by drilling, I have assigned the formations between 
200.90 and 206.80 m to the Veselyankian horizon, with a view to the probable reduced salinity which 
is supported primarily by the strongly philobrackish character o f the fauna (Table 2). This sequence 
is identical with the Veselyankian beds of boreholes Perbál 2, 5 and Mány 8.

Borehole Perbál 6

Borehole Perbál 6 was put down in the northern forefield of the village of the same name. The 
Upper Badenian sequence ranges from the basal surface o f the Sarmatian (142.80 m) down to the 
bottom of the basal ingressive bed (167.10 m). Unlike the cases hitherto discussed, the borehole 
penetrated a marginal facies, having discovered three marine ingressive beds within the terrestrial, 
variegated clay and silt sequence with lime concretions.

1. Between the uppermost ingressive bed and the bottom of the Sarmatian (144.90—145.20 m) 
there is a dacite air-fall tuff layer which seems to be identical with the thin pyroclastic layer identified 
in Mány 192 between 203.50 and 203.52 m and in other boreholes too. In Mány 192, the interwal 
ranging from 200.90 to 206.80 m has been assigned to the Veselyankian. The terrestrial sequence
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between the basal surface o f the Sarmatian and the top of the uppermost ingressive bed in Perbál 6 
(142.80 — 147.80 m) is regarded as occupying the same stratigraphic position as the Veselyankian. 
This opinion of mine is confirmed by the fact that the bed of the uppermost marine ingression contains 
a fauna older in character as compared to the formations identified with the Veselyankian.

2. The upper part of the uppermost ingressive bed from 147.80 to 148.40 m is Hydrobia-bearing, 
while its lower part is Pirenella—Mollusca-bearing. Of the 35 Mollusca taxa, 20 are philobrackish, 
13 are common in the Sarmatian as well and only 5 are indicative of E Paratethyan connections 
(Table 4). Let us quote them : Mohrensternia pseudoinflata, M. multicostata, Neivtoniella dertobicarinata 
agibelica, Gardium mányense and Paphia secunda. [It should be noted that Mohrensternia cfr. angulata 
is not regarded as an immigrant from the east, for the species appears already in the Lower Badenian 
formations here too (J. K ó k ay  1966).]

The formation was deposited, undoubtedly, in a seawater of reduced salinity. In fact, the Hydro- 
bia-bearing bed seems to be approximately meso- to pliohaline-, and the lower Pirenella—Mollusca- 
bearing beds are o f higher braehyhaline origin (20 —25%o).

3. The middle ingressive bed (158.20—159.70 m) seems to have been deposited in a quite shallow- 
water sea a few metres deep, with a remarkable fauna. In the rich molluscan assemblage I could 
distinguish a total of 78 taxa (including one terrestrial only).

The formation may have been deposited in a seawater o f normal salinity, though displaying the 
lower salinity limit. It may have been affected from time to time by upper-brackish ingressions, but 
the resulting “ lido” -type deposits were reworked by surf action. The existence of salinity conditions 
other than euhaline is suggested by the frequency o f philobrackish forms (e.g. Theodoxus pictus, 
Pirenella nodoso plicata, Actaeocina lajonkaireana, Loripes dentatus, Solen subfrag ilis). 30 philobrackish 
forms can be distinguished in the fauna, and 12 may occur in the Sarmatian as well. Most interesting, 
however, are the 10 forms indicative o f E Paratethyan connections, for, on the one hand, even forms 
unknown in the other discussed profiles are present, and, on the other hand, some species have been 
preserved in a large number and in an excellent preservation state: Bittium recticulatum konkensis, 
Venus (Timoclea) konkensis (frequent), Paphia secunda (unfrequent), Irus gregarius modestus, Macira 

basteroti konkensis, Corbula michalskii, Pholas bogatchevi, Ph. bogatchevi tanaica, Barnea ustjurtensis 
sinzovi.

My remarks concerning the presence of Euxinic-Caspian elements are as follows :
It was similarly in the lower third of the Upper Badenian sequence of borehole Mány 192 that 

I found specimens of Venus konkensis. Frequent in borehole Perbál 6, these are somewhat smaller in 
size compared to both the type (Sokolov 1899) and to specimens known from the higher parts o f other 
profiles (see, in addition, the description o f the species).

The presence o f members of the family Pholadidae is noteworthy. Forms belonging to the genera 
Pholas —Barnea are frequent, in the Eastern Paratethys, at the base of the Sartaganian (in the 
“ Kartvelian” — a term no longer in use), primarily in sandy facies. From the Veselyankian they have 
not been reported yet.

It would be very interesting to see how many forms known in the E Paratethys as Mediterranean 
(Badenian) immigrants are associated with the 10 Konkian species in the rich fauna in question. 
The figure we should like to know is at least 30 [e.g. Pirenella nodosoplicata, Polinices catena helicina, 
Retusa truncatula, Arca diluvii, Divaricella ornata, Loripes dujardini, Miltha suessi { —M.  kolesnikovi!), 
Eastonia rugosa, Donax intermedia, Solen subfragilis, etc.].

Moreover, I found in the bed, in addition, two hermatypical coral fragments which P. Mü ller  
determined as Siderastraea cfr. felixi R o zk . and Porites sp. The two coral genera are the most tolerant 
ones, being capable o f living down to the lower limit o f normal salinity (28 — 30%o). They may even 
have been washed in from the ingressive bed underneath.

4. The lowermost ingressive bed is an argillaceous sandstone (166.70 — 167.0 m). Out of a total 
o f 25 Mollusca forms recovered by decantation, 11 are philobrackish (including Theodoxus pictus and 
Pirenella nodosoplicata as rather frequent forms), while 5 are encountered even in the Sarmatian. 
The only Euxinic-Caspian form I found was Paphia secunda. The bed in question seems to have been 
formed with highest probability in an environment o f upper brackish salinity (20—25%o) (Table 4).

C o n c l u s i o n s  on the Late Badenian salinity conditions of the Mány (Bicske) basin:
The deep line of the bay lay in the eastern half o f the north-south striking basin range. In the 

northern and western marginal areas the coast was more or less lagooned. In the lagoons the seawater 
was more diluted than elsewhere. In the lagoonal basin portion, between Mány and Zsámbék villages, 
even a completely freshwater regime was occasionally established, as proved by the sequence exposed in 
borehole Mány 192 already discussed (thin lignite seams with freshwater molluscs). At the same time, 
in other boreholes, e.g. Perbál 5 or 6, there is no trace o f such a freshening. In the eastern half of the 
embayment, such lagoonal freshening phenomena are not known in the exposures either. At Biator- 
bágy, the Upper Badenian deposits with pectinids and echinids suggestive of a seawater o f normal
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salinity are terminated by a 0.40 to 0.50-m-thick limestone bed in which the casts of dissolved shells 
and internal moulds of tiny Gastropoda can be seen (Theodoxus, Alaba, Hydrobia, Sandbergeria, etc.). 
This bed appears to represent the Veselyankian horizon. It is overlain by sandy Sarmatian beds with
Mactra eichwaldi.

Upon the borehole sections discussed I attempted to delimit the horizon corresponding to the 
Veselyankian substage, pointing out by this circumstance the gradual decrease in salinity and the 
sprawl o f faunal elements o f E Paratethyan provenance. In boreholes Mány 8 and 192 and in the 
Ervilia limestone of Pécsvárad to be discussed hereinafter, in the tojjmost decimetres, it is, paradoxi
cally enough, the E Paratethyan Middle Miocene species rather than the Badenian elements that prove 
that we are still beneath the Sarmatian. In fact, the forms restricted to the Badenian (and, conse
quently, to the Central Paratethys as well) did not endure any further decrease in salinity, whereas 
some of the eastern Middle Miocene species still did.

b ) B a l  a t о n H i g h i a n d

The Upper Badenian formations of the Balaton Highland were discussed in an earlier work 
(Kókay 1967) by the present writer. As shown by the author’s studies, the sea transgressed to the 
study area from the south, from the main sea arm that extended south of (and by and large parallel 
to) what is now Lake Balaton. The transgression was directed towards the Tapolca Bay, but one 
side-arm, beneath the Balaton basin, extended to the northeast too, up to the median line of Tihany 
Peninsula.

Borehole Tihany 62

Spudded along the western shore of the peninsula, borehole Th. 62 intersected Upper Badenian 
formations.

In the interval o f 129.40 158.00 m, it traversed an Upper Badenian sequence (Fig. 6). From
147.00 to 149.50 m there were ill-preserved molluscs o f lower brackish character dominated by Pirenella 
nodosoplicata. Cardium mányense was also found by the author in the carbonaceous clay. From 
129.40 to 144.90 m there is a Leithakalk sequence with a molluscan assemblage resembling the Mol
lusca fauna o f the Örs vezér tér and Kerepesi út sites in Budapest. Beneath the Sarmatian formations 
the upper 20 cm o f sandy limestone contain Venus (Timoclea) Iconkensis, a Ponto-Caspian species, 
in great abundance, with specimens of normal size. It is accompanied, among other forms, by Bade
nian, for the most part philobrackish, species such as Divaricella ornata, Donacilla cornea, Gastrana 
fragilis, etc. Another oriental species, Ervilia trigonula, is present too.

The formation most resembles the fauna of the sandy limestone reported from borehole H. 34 
in Budapest, in which Venus kokensis is also present. The formation observed in the borehole in 
Tihany is considered to be pre-Veselyankian too. The Veselyankian here seems to have been lost to 
erosion prior to the Sarmatian transgression.

Borehole Balatonakali 40

In borehole Bak. 40 put down at a distance of about 1 km northwest o f Balatonakali village, the 
interval of 31.30 to 43.00 m is spanned by an Upper Badenian sequence constituted in its bulk by 
limestone and containing a rich Mollusca fauna (Fig. 6). The Mollusca fauna sampled from 31.60 to
43.00 m is one of purely marine E Paratethyan provenance including no philobrackish element.

All the more interesting for this study has been, however, the final bed between 31.30 and 
31.60 m. In fact, a total o f 25 taxa could be identified from the external moulds recovered from the 
limestone bed. Of these, 19 are philobrackish, 13 may occur in the Sarmatian as well and 12 suggest 
a Crimo-Caucasian provenance. These are as follows (Table 2): Calliosloma angulata spirocarinata, 
Bittium reticulatum konkensis, Modiolus incrassatus, Taras rotundatus caucasiens, Cardium ruthenicum, 
C. irregulare, C. obsoletum, C. cfr. fischer iforme millelocum, C. efr. paucicostatum var., Ervilia trigo
nula, E. pusilla dissita, Mactra basteroti konkensis.

The formation in question contains a fauna intermediate in character between the Veselyankian 
limestone of Örs vezér tér and the Ervilia limestone of Pécsvárad. It represents the final member of 
the Upper Badenian sequence and I, for reasons listed in the discussion of the preceding profiles, 
consider it to be equivalent to the Veselyankian substage.

The thin bed is overlain conformably by the Sarmatian limestone sequence. The basal 10 cm of 
detritus at the base of the Sarmatian consist of unrounded elastics o f the Veselyankian limestone, 
enclosed in variegated bentonite with common clay. That part o f the Upper Badenian lost to erosion 
could not be too large.
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Pig. 6. Upper Badenian sections of boreholes in the Balaton Highland 
1. Sand, 2. sandstone, 3. gravel, 4. conglomerate, 5. limestone, 6. limestone with traces of roots, 7. argillaceous marl,

8. terrestrial clay, 9. carbonaceous clay, 10. brown-coal
6. ábra. Bala t on fel vidék i fúrások felső-bádeni szelvényei 

1. Homok, 2. homokkő, 3. kavics, 4. konglomerátum, 5. mészkő, 6. gyökérnyomos mészkő, 7. agyagmárga, 8. szárazföldi agyag,
9. szenes agyag, 10. barnakőszén

c )  T a p o l c a  B a s i n

ïlie  westernmost occurrence of faunal elements of E Paratethyan provenance is in this sedimen
tary basin. In the light o f surface observations, drilling and geophysical evidence it is obvious that the 
basin was open to the south and that it communicated with the main sea arm to the south of Lake 
Balaton. Minor “ inlet” -type communications may have existed towards the Devecser—Nyírád basin 
as well. In the lower part of the Upper Badenian brackish-water sequence (47.00 — 50.60 m) of borehole 
Pusztamiske Pmt. 3, in the Nyírád Basin I found one juvenile specimen of Gardium mányense and 
C. praeplicatum each, but I found no other form indicative of E Paratethyan connections.

Borehole Hegymagos 78/18

Borehole Hg. 78/18 is located at the foot of the southern slope of Mt. Szentgyörgy. According 
to the borehole record, the transgression started in Early Badenian time and lasted on with no break 
in sedimentation in Middle and Late Badenian times. The separation of the Middle and Upper Bade
nian sequences upon micropaleontological evidence can be solved only with a standard deviation of

3*
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Fig. 7. Salinity pattern of the Upper 
Badenian sequence (of pelitic facies) of borehole 

Hegy magos 78/18
/=freshwater (0.5%0>), от = oligo-miohaline (0.5—5%o), 

mh = mesohaline (5.0—9.0%o), ;p/i = pliohalrae (9.0— 16.5%o),
Z& = lo\ver brackish-water (16.5—20.0%o), и& = иррег 

brackish-water (20.0—30.0%o), ns =  norm ai salinity (30.0%o-e)
7. ábra. A Hegyrnagos 78/18. sz. fúrás felső-bádeni 
(pelites felépítésű) rétegsorának szál initás viszony ai

4 — 5 m. This uncertainty , however, is unimportant 
from the viewpoint o f our study. Accordingly, the 
Upper Badenian sequence in the borehole spans the 
154.60 to 199.00 m interval (Big. 7). The formation 
consists o f argillaceous sediments. Above 154.60 m, 
there is a Sarmatian calcareous marl and limestone 
sequence.

1. The topmost bed, 1.00 m of silt in the Up
per Badenian sequence, is a freshwater or oligo- 
miohaline deposit with Limnaea, Planorbis, Gyrau
lus, Valvata and Hydrobia species. It is underlain 
by beds with Brotia, Hydrobia—Modiolus, Hydro
bia—Pirenella and Hydrobia Brotia.

2. Between 163.00 and 164.30 m there are 
marls with a fauna] assemblage indicative of an 
increased salinity (upper brachyhaline) with Pire
nella nodoso plicata, Arca diluvii, A. barbata, Ostrea 
sp., Taras rotundatus caucasiens, Miltha suessi, 
Cardium praeplicatum, G. mányense and C. platovi. 
Considering that Miltiia suessi is identical with the 
Konkian species Miltha kolesnikovi M e r k l in — 
N e v e ssk a y a  (1955), the assemblage in question 
might well occur in the E Paratethys as well. By 
the way, the deposit in question is the uppermost 
marine formation of comparatively higher salinity, 
but not Veselyankian in age yet.

3. In the 164.30 to 166.00 m interval, Gyrau
lus—Hydrobia-, Terebralia—Hydrobia- and Ost- 
rea-bearing marl beds occur.

4. From 166.00 to 166.50 m Cardium—Modio
lus marls were cut by drilling and the following 
fauna was recovered: Pirenella nodosoplicata, Mo
diolus incrassatus, Cardium mányense, C. rutheni- 
cum, C. platovi juv., Ervilia sp., Ábra sp., Macira 
basieroti konkensis. The fauna is unambigously of 
oriental character.

5. Between 166.50 and 180.00 m a depositio- 
nal environment of gradually decreasing salinity is 
attested by the pertaining sedimentary sequence, 
though with recurrence of deposits of higher 
salinity therein. There are Hydrobia-, Corbula- and 
Miliolidae-bearing beds, deposits with ostracods 
indicative o f a freshened environment and oligoha- 
line Gyraulus — Hydrobia beds.

6. In the argillaceous marls from 180.00 to
183.50 m, th 3following Euxinic-Caspian forms were 
recognized: Cardium praeplicatum, C. platovi, Ve
nus cfr. konkensis, Abraalbascyihica and H. parabi
lis attalica. The most frequent associates are : Apo- 
rrhais alatus, Loripes dentatus, L. dujardini, Ijute- 
tia nitida and Corbula gibba. This is an assemblage 
of upper-brackish salinity.

7. The argillaceous marls o f the 183.50 —
184.50 m must have been formed in a meso- to plio- 
haline environment. Congeria sandbergeri is quite 
frequent in them, though, in addition, Hydrobia 
ventrosa, Gyraulus pavloviéi and Ser pula sp. can 
also be encountered.

8. From 184.50 m down to the bottom of the 
borehole there is an argillaceous marl sequence 
with a poor marine Mollusca fauna and a Buli
mmá— Bolivina microfauna. Between 185.30 and
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185.50 m, a rock interval characterized by the abundance of Lutetia nitida, two Konkian species, 
Cardium platovi and A hr a alba scythica, were observed too. The oldest form indicative o f E Paratethyan 
connections, Abra parabilis attalica, appeared between 192.50 and 193.50 m. In the bed between 
191.30 and 192.10 m 1 found, in addition to Abra, the oriental forms Paphia secunda and Cultellus 
scaphoideus.

Reflecting an environment on the way o f freshening and already scarcely saline, the beds between 
154.60 and 163.00 m still provably belong to the Badenian (e.g. Brotia escheri is never abundant 
in the Sarmatian, as it was sensitive to climate), but the identification of the horizon corresponding 
to the Veselyankian is already problematic, being suggested only by the order of stratigraphic succes
sion. In these beds there is only one immigrant from the E Paratethys — Modiolus incrassatus (be
tween 155.90 and 156.40 m).

Borehole Hegymagos 84.

Borehole Hg. 84 was spudded at the southern foot o f Mt. Szentgyörgy with coring at selected 
intervals. In the argillaceous marls with Mollusca and Lutetia nitida from the 150.20—152.00 m 
interval, I distinguished a total of 21 taxa. They include 13 philobrackish forms, only 3 may occur 
in the Sarmatian as well and 6 forms are indicative o f E Paratethyan connections. Let us quote them : 
Spaniodontella sokolovi, Cardium praeplicatum, C. mányense, C. platovi, Abra alba scythica and A. 
parabilis attalica. From the 21 taxa, 17 may have lived in the eastern faunal province as well. Con
sequently. the general type of the fauna is o f strongly E Paratethyan character.

* *

The Tapolca Basin behaved for a considerable portion of the Late Badenian as a lagoon with 
the establishment of a completely freshwater regime, whereas, as shown by borehole Balatonakali 40, 
marine sediments of normal salinity were deposited farther east.

3. Mecsek Mountains

The Upper Badenian faunas determined from the borehole sections of the southern foreland of 
the Transdanubian Central Range show a kind of kinship as far as the E Paratethyan connections are 
concerned. This is quite natural, by the way, since the fauna of the eastern province is not so rich 
as to offer a very ample variability or too many combinations. In the greater, lower part of the 
Upper Badenian sequences of the localities along the Central Range, the number of elements confirm
ing an E Paratethyan influence is essentially larger.

The lignite area of Hidas

The occurrence of “Solen-bearing” beds on toj) o f the Upper Badenian was recorded already 
by M. Földi (1966). After studies by I. Selmeczi (1982), that form appears to correspond to Cultellus 
scaphoides.

While processing core samples from borehole Hidas 92, I. Selmeczi pointed out the presence of 
Abra parabilis attalica and Cultellus scaphoides in the upper part o f the Upper Badenian Turritella— 
Corbula-bearing clay sequence. The Turritella—Corbula clay is overlain, from 96.90 to 98.80 m, 
by light grey molluscan clays with calcareous silt differring in lithology from the underlying beds. 
Selmeczi reported from the clays the following taxa indicative of Ponto-Caspian connections : Cardium 
ruthenicum, Spaniodontella sokolovi, Abra alba scythica, A. parabilis attalica, Macira basteroti konkensis 
and Cultellus scaphoideus. In the lower part o f the bed, Corbula gibba and Parvicardium sp. are found 
as associates. The overlying sequence represents already the Sarmatian.

In accordance with the profiles discussed in the foregoing, I consider this terminal Upper Bade
nian formation to be equivalent to the Upper Konkian, i.e. Veselyankian, substage characterized by a 
high percentage of E Paratethyan elements.

The exposure of the highway to Pécsvárad

G. H á m o r  (1 9 7 1 )  reported the Upper Badenian to Sarmatian section exposed by the 177th km 
mark, in a road-cut o f the Budapest—Pécs highway without having studied the fauna in detail. As a 
result o f my sampling and studies, I found the Upper Badenian Leithakalk sequence conformably 
overlain by 1.0 m of grey bentonitic clay with calcareous silt. In its washing residue there are lots of
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Foraminifera (practically only Elphidium) with an assemblage o f Sarmatian type: Elphidium fichte- 
lianum D ' Orb ., E. aculeatum d 'Orb ., E. josephinum d ’Orb . and E . lister i o 'O rb . The foraminiferal 
assemblage under discussion is o f rather little use in deciding stratigraphic problems, for the species 
in question reacted to any decrease in salinity more sensibly than it was the case with the molluscs. 
For this reason, the association acquired Sarmatian features as early as the end o f Late Badenian 
time.

Next to follow conformably is a light ochre-yellow fossil-rich limestone about 2 m thick charac
terized by a maze o f Er cilia and by cavities or pores left over after the dissolution o f the tests o f 
these fossils. From the base, the middle and the top o f the limestone bed, I collected about 30 kg of 
sample. The fossil assemblage I succeeded in identifying proved to be much richer than expected 
which was owed (Table 5), not in the last place, to the silicon rubber moulding technique. Besides 
Ervilia, frequent forms include Modiolus incrassatus, Mactra and Trochus species and Pirenella picta 
mitralis. I could distinguish a total o f 64 taxa, including 30 Gastropoda and 34 Bivalvia. [Added to 
them are two species reported by Hámor (1970): Venus konlcensis and Congeria sandbergeri.]

Of the 66 forms, 27 occur in the Sarmatian as well; 26 are indicative o f the Badenian (e.g. Area 
diluvii, Chlamys elegans, Pitar islandicoides, Teliina donacina, Rissoina pusilla podolica, Turritella 
erronea, Cerithium crenatum procrenatum, Aliira ambigua hoernesi, etc.). About 80% of the Mollusca 
assemblage may be regarded as philobrackish. 29 of the 66 taxa are indicative o f E Paratethyan 
connections, including 10 forms of pre-Sarmatian age [Paphia cfr. secunda, Abra alba scythica, Actaeo- 
cina lajonkaireana buhlovensis, Modiolus incrassatus sultanensis, M. incrassatus buglovensis, Cardium 
( Acanthocardia) cfr. platovi, Taras rotundatus caucasiens, Áladra basteroti konlcensis, Gibbula confessa, 
Ventes (Timoclea) konkensis].

The analysis o f the Mollusca fauna leaves no doubt that the Ervilia limestone lying at the top o f 
the Badenian sequence, immediately beneath the Sarmatian, still belongs to the Badenian stage and 
that, in accordance with the profiles described in the foregoing, it corresponds to the Veselyankian 
substage of the Eastern Paratethys (Table 5). The salinity o f the seawater must have ranged between 
18 and 22%o with an upward-decreasing character, for the uppermost 20 cm did no longer contain any 
characteristically Badenian element. The pre-Sarmatian age can be evidenced by E Paratethyan 
Middle Miocene forms.

Other fossils recovered from the Ervilia limestone are as follows: Foraminifera: Spirolina rimosa 
и к rain ica D i d k . and Miliolidea; Vermes: Serpida sp. ; Echinodermata: Asteroidea (marginalis plate); 
Algae: Lithophyllum (?) sp. (calcareous algal lumps, quite seldom); Ghahnasia morelleti Pokorxy.

Similarly to the case o f the Örs vezér tér locality, the Badenian sequence is followed first by a 
calcareous silt bed. The Ervilia limestone is overlain by coarse basal gravels o f  the Sarmatian 
sequence. The surface o f contact is not uneven and no detritus from the underlying formation is 
present in the gravel. Thus the emergence involved seems not to have been so marked as to lead to 
erosion, unlike it was the case with, say, the Keresztúri út exposure in Budapest.



II. OTHER OCCURRENCES OF E PARATETHYAN IMMIGRANTS INTO 
THE CENTRAL PARATETHYS

The data available as to the occurrence of faunal elements deriving from the E Paratethys are 
just sporadical and, in most cases, uninterpretable. Hardly any form worthy of being quoted is there 
among them and even the volume “ Paratethys-Badenien” (M4) issued in 1978 was restricted in this 
resjmct to noting (A. Papp—J. Senes 1978, p. 54) : “ Has Xonkien greift über die Schwelle Podolien— 
Dobrodgea, und hatte wahrscheinlich eine engere Verbindung mit der Karpatischen Vortiefe und 
indirekt mit der Zentralen Paratethys.” The classic “ Buglovian” (V. Laskarev 1903) is known only 
from the Carpathian fore-deep, the sub-Carpathian zone, though the Roumanian authors (E.Satjlea 
1956; E. Popa-Dimian 1962; B. Ionesi 1968) reported it farther south as well. The problem was 
further complicated by the widening of the Buglovian upwards at the expense of the Sarmatian 
(Marinesctj—Senes 1974). The Buglovian controversy, however, should now be regarded as being 
already settled (Laskarev 1903), as was referred to in introduction. (On the basis o f priority, the 
term Veselyankian is more correct.)

Even within the Carpathian Basin have I found sporadical data concerning the presence of 
Middle Miocene faunal elements o f Ponto-Caspian provenance:

— The data on the occurrence in the Transylvanian Basin and its marginal areas figuring in 
the literature are rather vague. The Buglovian in general has been used in a wide sense, i.e. extended 
so as to include the lower part of the Sarmatian as well (A. Vancea 1960, pp. 40 — 52).

By virtue of I. L orenthey’s report (1913a, p. 63 — 64), it is highly probable that the fauna re
covered from the basal beds of the bedded limestone overlying the “ Upper Mediterranean”’ marine 
sequence on the western margin of the Transylvanian Basin (Nagyenyed) is of Veselyankian (Buglo
vian) character and similar to its counterparts reported from Pécsvárad, Balatonakali and Örs vezér 
tér (Budapest). Unfortunately enough, I have found no up-to-date revision of the fauna in the litera
ture available to me.

— Senes (1955), having studied drilled and exposed Upper Badenian sequences along the eastern 
side of the Presov —Tokaj range in E Slovakia, published data on a Crimo-Caucasian influence and 
gave a detailed analysis of the fauna. Having lived in a brackish-water environment, the rich Mollusca 
fauna from the upper part o f the Upper Badenian sequence includes, among a total of 90 taxa, 
about 13 forms indicative o f Crimo-Caucasian connections. (I have not taken into consideration the 
new Mohrensternia taxa which, in my opinion, belong to the genus Alaba and thus cannot derive 
from an eastern source. I have not included in the list the new subspecies o f Gardium andrussovi 
either, because it may represent sub juvenile specimens of C. vidait ritzingense which, in turn, is quite 
common in the Upper Badenian argillaceous facies.)

The sequence seems to be stratigraphically equivalent to the top of the Sartaganian substage, 
as it still contains a lot (about 30) o f species indicative of a Badenian age. The total number o f forms 
represented in the E Paratethys as well is 43 from the 90 taxa of the fauna.

Although shoving a brachyhaline character, the deeper intervals contain no Crimo-Caucasian 
faunal element. A rich Mollusca fauna (85 taxa) is reported and analyzed from a locality close to the 
northeast national border o f Hungary (Kuzmice) by Svagrovsky (I960), but no Crimo-Caucasian 
form is quoted.

— J. Tejkal (1968) quoted and figured a Lutetia ( Davidaschvilia) cfr. intermedia Baj., an im
portant Chokrakian species, from the upper part o f the Upper Badenian sequence in borehole Zelie- 
zovce ZI. 2, S Slovakia, close to the western margin of the Börzsöny Mountains in Hugary. Regrett
ably enough, I do not consider its conditional determination as acceptable, because, on account of its 
seemingly injured hinge apparatus, it cannot be assigned even to the genus in question.

Much more essential is, however, the form Abra parabilis attalica published by the afore-mention
ed author, since this one is quite frequent in the borehole section. He indicates its presence already in 
the Middle Badenian, while in Hungary it is known only from the Upper Badenian (Tapolca 
Basin). Accordingly, it either immigrated from the E Paratethys already in the Middle Badenian or
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it had come already earlier from the Mediterranean to the Carpathian Basin (see the description o f 
species), to migrate from here further to the Eastern Paratethys.

— It is K orobkov (in J. Senes 1951) who reports, from the Upper Badenian (“Apshinskian” ) 
o f  the Carpathian Ukraine, some E Paratethyan forms such as: Cardium andrussovi, Ervilia trigonula, 
E. pusilla dissita, and Mohrensternia hydrobioides. Senes (1955, p. 147) pointed out the following: 
“ Man muss also einen paläogeograp his dien Zusammenhang mit den osteuropäischen Gebieten im 
Obertorton voraussetzen, wie es schon die Arbeit von K orobkov (1951) beweist.”

— As observed by Mabinescu and Senes (1974, p. 137 —138), regarding what these authors 
took to be the Buglovian s. str., “ Ihre zeitlichen und nahezu auch faziellen Äquivalente sieht man im 
Intrakarp a tischen Raum in der ‘Rotalien Zone' des Oberen Badenien” .

This horizon in the Vienna and Styrian Basins (A. Papp—I. Cicha—J. Senes—F. Steininger 
1978) corresponds to the zone of impoverishment (“ Verarmungszone” ).

— In Yugoslavia, M. Lukovic (1922) reported Cerithium-bearing limestones from the Upper 
Badenian near Belgrade, but he did not quote any species o f E Paratethyan provenance. Stevanovic 
(1960), in describing the Neogene o f Yugoslavia (p. 193), laid special emphasis on the following 
statement: “ Buglowka-Schichten (Buglovien) wurden westlich von den Karpaten bis jetzt nicht mit 
Sicherheit festgestellt” .



III. PALEOECOLOGY AND PALEOGEOGRAPHY

I. On the salinity of the Konkian sea

To fit the localities studied, and discussed in an uniform paleogeographic frame, let us tackle first 
o f all the salinity of the Konkian in the E Paratethys.

The earlier standpoint generally adopted (e.g. N. A kdrusov 1897, 1916: S. S. Ossipov 1932) 
was that the sediments of the Konkian had been deposited in a brackish-water environment o f higher 
salinity compared to that o f the Sarmatian. In the course of subsequent stratigraphic studies it 
became obvious that the splitting of the Konkian sequence into two parts (substages), an upper, 
Veselyankian, and a lower, Sartaganian one, was justified. Following this statement, the opinion that 
the Sartaganian deposits are euryhaline formations owing to their containing a Mollusca fauna of 
euryhaline character or euryhaline elements admixed to non-euryhaline ones, was generally shared 
in the literature (R. L. Merklih 1953; R. L. Merklin—L. Nevesskaya 1955; B. Zhizhchenro 
1959; E. Popa-Dimian 1962; B. Strachimirov 1971; F. Steininger—L. Nevesskaya 1975).

The opinion that the Sartaganian deposits are euryhaline is based primarily on Merklin’s 
standpoint and, principally, on three factors :

1. The Sartaganian contains a relatively rich Mollusca fauna. From the whole Konkian, L. 
Nevesskaya—K. Bagdasaryan—T, Gokcharova (1979) listed a total o f 62 Bivalvia taxa. In 
Budapest, only from the Upper Badenian exposed at the Örs vezér tér and Keresztúri út sites, I 
determined 161 Bivalvia taxa (Kókay—Mihály—Müller 1984). In the Central Paratethyan area 
the number of Upper Badenian Bivalvia taxa is the multiple of this figure. In the same area, the 
Upper Badenian formations contain a Mollusca fauna that is at least ten times richer than the Kon
kian. Compared with modern data, this very fact alone suggests that the Konkian sea was a brackish- 
water environment (at least in the uppermost few tens of metres). Skarlato —Starobogatov (1972) 
reported a total of 96 Bivalvia taxa from the Black Sea.

2. They refer to some forms as stenohaline (or, for that matter, euhahne) which is by far not so 
clearly the case. These include, e.g. Glycymeris pilosus. The species lives in the Sea of Marmara in a 
water o f 25 to 28%o salinity, at a depth of 18 m (Ostroumov 1896, depth sample: No. 40). What I 
can add to this, however, is that in the Ervilia limestone bed of Keresztúri út locality, a sediment 
deposited in a water o f 20 to 22%0 salinity, juvenile sjiecimens of Glycymeris obtusatus can even be 
found.

Likewise, Dosinia exoleta, Chama gryphoides and Guldia minima occur in the Sea of Marmara, in 
the 5 to 8 m depth interval, at 22 to 23%o salinity. I observed the species Oxystele orientalis in the 
Cerithium limestone of Keresztúri út and, in sub juvenile form, I found it even in the Ervilia limestone. 
I discovered one specimen of Pitar islandicoides in the Ervilia limestone of Pécsvárad too. This means 
that it was found in a brachyhaline formation. As for Miltlia kolesnikovi, I take it to be identical with 
M. suessi which sometimes abounds in sediments formed in higher brachyhaline environments in 
the Central Paratethyan Miocene (mainly in gulf facies) (Kókay 1966).

To scrutinize the problem for each species separately would be superfluous, for it follows from 
the probable stratified structure of the Konkian sea that the environment showed a downward in
crease in salinity. Consequently, the forms of higher salinity demand seem to have occurred with 
higher probability at comparatively greater depths, too.

3. Merklin’s arguments include, among other things, that Psammechinus sp. does occur, no 
matter how unfrequently. In this context, I should like to remark that in the Sea of Marmara, Echinus 
microtuberculatus Bl . lives at 5 to 8 m, on a bottom of about 22%0 salinity, whereas Echinocyamus 
pusillus Müll, was observed to have penetrated into the “ prebosphoric” zone of the Black Sea (20 
to 21%o salinity).

The Konkian beds lack any really rich euhaline faunal and floral assemblage, being characterized 
by Echinoidea, Pectinidae, Hexacorallia, Heterostegina, planktonic, etc. assemblages and by extreme
ly varied biofacies.
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As already referred to in the foregoing, a striking consequence of the reduction in salinity is a 
reduction in the size o f the molluscs and the simplification of their morphological features. This is 
perticularly remarkable in the case o f Cardium and Cerithium forms.

Summarizing the preceding discussion, let us conclude that the upper zone of the Konkian sea 
may have had a salinity higher than 25%o. In the proximity of the major contemporaneous deltas, 
however, the salinity must have been lower than that figure.

2. The role of sea currents

In our comparative faciological analysis of the “ Upper Limestone” sequences of Örs vezér tér 
and Keresztúri út localities in Budapest, we already explained the reasons responsible for the transi
tion within a few hundred metres o f lateral distance o f limestones deposited in a seawater of normal 
salinity to Ervilia- and Cerithium-bearing limestones, i.e. deposits formed under strongly different 
salinity conditions. Thus the Central Paratethys witnessed, in Late Badenian time, the establishment 
of a hydrodynamic regime that was similar to the sea current pattern of the present-day Sea of Mar
mara. In the following discussion I shall try to answer the arising questions as follows :

— The communication between the Central and Eastern Paratethys is to be looked for east of 
the Carpathians, between the Podolian Massif and the Moeasian Platform (Dobrudja)— a statement 
usually agreed on in the relevant literature (N. Andrusov 1897; F. Steintnger—F. Rögl—C. 
Müller 1978).

— The connection between the Central Paratethys and the “ Mediterranean” was most probably 
traceable at the southeast foothills of the Alps, across what is now Slovenia, towards N Italy. (Should 
we look for a connection with the Mediterranean elsewhere, the quintessence of the matter would not 
change either. In other words, the Central Paratethys then played the role of a lock-chamber between, 
the Eastern Paratethys and the Mediterranean, and the only thing that might be added, is that the 
paths of sea currents were a little bit different.)

As far as the two straights ensuring the communication are concerned, it is their depth rather 
than their width that is crucial. Let me quote as an example that the water o f the Black Sea from 
170 — 180 m depth down to the greatest depths has a salinity o f 22.5%o which corresponds to the 
average of the uppermost few metres in the Sea of Marmara. This is due to the fact that the represent
ative depth of the Bosphorus is only 30 m and thus the seawater of higher salinity cannot penetrate 
into the Black Sea basin.

In Late Badenian time the dept hof the afore-mentioned western and eastern connecting troughs 
may have varied between 200 and 300 m. This depth was already enough to allow the representatives 
of Spiratella and other planktonic organisms living at similar depths to penetrate into the basins of 
both the Central and Eastern Paratethys.

I should like to make the following remarks :
1. On account of the deeper straights the limit of the anoxic zone must have lain deeper than 

was the case with the Black Sea (200 m).
2. The possibility for killing masses o f Spiratella and possibly for their necroplanktonic accumula

tion by the sea currents was assured, for Pteropoda are extremely sensitive to environmental impact 
such as exposure to brackish-water, anoxic environment, etc. which was fatal for them. Mass accumu
lation of their tests produced the Pteropoda or Spiratella marls. Consequently, it is no accident that 
such formations occur most frequently in the vicinity o f the Podolia—Dobrudja Gate. Nota bene, 
Pteropoda deaths due to similar causes were reported from the Dardanelles by A ndrtjsov (1897).

The Late Badenian sea currents pattern of the Paratethys is shown in Fig. 8. Basic distinction 
should be made between an upper (low specific weight and reduced salinity) and a lower (more heavy 
and of normal salinity) current. Hence, the lower sea current entered the graben range of roughly 
W —E strike that was extending at the southeast foot o f the Alps. Thus it penetrated into the Central 
Paratethys, having carried the seawater o f normal salinity from the Mediterranean. After entering 
the Central Paratethyan basin, it trifurcated. The sea arm that turned to the north progressed 
towards the Vienna Basin and W Slovakia. The southern arm flowed along the Sava Basin south
wards, towards Belgrade, then farther on, into the Gethic depression in the southern foreland of the 
Carpathians. Running farther, the sea current turned then to the northeast, to finally reach the 
Dobrudja—Podolia Gate.

Flowing in from the Mediterranean, the middle sea arm went on northeastwards without any 
remarkable change in direction towards the Lake Balaton trough, i.e. the main sea trench that 
extended in the southern foreland of ihe Hungarian Central Range. Turning eventually progressively 
to the east at the southern feet of the Tokaj Mountains, it entered the Transylvanian Basin through 
the “ Szatmár Gate” in the region o f Zilah (Zäläu). Through the E Carpathian arc, then still open,
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the middle sea-arm secured the supply of normal-saline seawater into the NNE foredeep of the 
Carpathians and, joining the southern sea-arm, it flowed into the Eastern Paratethys through the 
Podolia—Dobrudja channel.

The main path of the upper sea current was the middle arm. Extending as far as the Aral Sea, 
the E Paratethyan basin received, obviously, plenty of freshwater and the environment that was 
cooler than the climate of the Mediterranean involved less evaporation (see the modern Black Sea). 
As a result of the narrow, one-way sea communication, the upper water layer o f the sea was reduced 
in salinity in a thickness o f 30 — 50—100 m or so with a salinity o f approximately 20 to 25%o. At the 
top the bulk of the water of low specific weight broke through the Podolia-Dobrudja Gate, to flow 
farther west. Having passed the still open E Carpathian arc, it penetrated into the Transylvanian 
Basin. It is not improbable that a connection between the Bihar and Ajmseni Mountains and the 
S Carpathians also existed towards the west, but the conditions for sea current movement in the 
northwest corner o f the Transylvanian Basin through the “ Szatmár Gate” seem to have been more 
favourable. Thus the upper water layer that was flowing in from the east passed farther on along 
the Tokaj Mountains and then along the southern side of the Hungarian Central Range. Between 
the Central Range and the island range subparallel to it (G. H ámor—K. Szentgyörgyi 1981, Fig. 
13), conditions favourable for the formation of a current-diverting trough evolved. Moving at the top 
the brackish-water layer became gradually thinner on the one hand and decreased in salinity on the 
other. (For more detail, see later in this volume.)

Arriving from the Crimo-Caucasian Basin, the sea current is traceable as far as the southwest tip 
o f the Hungarian Central Range, i.e. to the Tapolca Basin. In the further course o f the process, the 
normal-saline seawater that was flowing in opposite direction at the bottom was diluted or its salinity 
had already became so high (?28 — 30%o) that the eastern faunal elements o f lower salinity demand 
could not endure it anymore. That all these suggestions are merely a hypothesis is supported by an 
interesting fact: in the borehole Hg. 84 put down in the Tapolca Basin Gardium ( Acanthocardia) 
platovi is represented by specimens as big as 30 mm in diameter, whilst its representatives elsewhere 
correspond in size to that given by Bogatchev. This fact induces us to draw the following two con
clusions :

1. The species preferred an environment of higher salinity, a brackish-water having been un
favourable for it. 2. It follows from the foregoing that the species in question came from the Mediter
ranean, i.e. from an environment of higher salinity (see description o f species).

On evidence of the above, there is thus no reason for looking for places where Crimo-Caucasian 
on-migrants from the Central Paratethys occur in Mediterranean Miocene formations. This is all the 
more so, because some of the alleged oriental endemic forms are in reality Mediterranean immigrants 
reduced in size and morphology (ornament). [Even the 2 to 3 endemic forms that have migrated 
from the Black Sea to the Sea of Marmara do not migrate on, to the Mediterranean Sea (A. IST. Goli
kov—J. I. Starobogatov 1972). Black Sea molluscs Abra nitida milachevichi and Setia valvatoides 
still endure the upper water of 21 to 24%0 salinity of the Sea of Marmara, but can no more endure 
the 38 to 39%o salinity o f the Mediterranean Sea.]

Of course the hydrodynamic regime just outlined changed in time as well. In the Late Badenian 
the eastern influence was initially but little. The typical faunal elements then occurred only at such 
localities, where some other local factors such as a more or less landlocked or diluted bay were involved. 
It is also very likely, however, that the upper zone o f the seawater column had already been reduced 
in salinity by that time, to some extent below the 35%o level of the World Ocean. As shown by P. 
Müller (personal communication), the coral reef uncovered at the Rákos “ vasúti delta” site in 
Budapest is composed o f Porites sp. The Porites species even now belong to among the most tolerant 
hermatypical corals capable of persisting down to the lower limit of normal salinity (28 — 30%o). 
(See also boreholes Mány 192 and Perbál 6.)

A situation similar to that of the Sea of Marmara may have existed in that case, when between 
water and salt content an equilibrium was established. Notably, if normal-saline seawater was arriv
ing continuously from the World Ocean, two alternatives could happen to the salt it contained:
1. the salt content increased up to the extent o f evaporite formation ; 2. the water was diluted (by 
influx from the E Paratethys) and it flowed back by an upper current to the World Ocean.

Since no salt deposit was formed in the Central Paratethys in Late Badenian time, the second 
alternative must be valid. However, the effluent seawater could not have a concentration lower than 
28 to 30%o, as the Crimo-Caucasian fauna of lower salinity demand would have been removed to the 
Mediterranean.

For a more comprehensive understanding of the saltwater input-output, let us consider the 
conditions existing in the modern Sea o f Marmara: on the bottom an Aegean seawater o f 39%0 salinity 
is flowing in through the Dardanelles, while the Bosphorus lets 22.5%0 water flow into the Black Sea. 
From the latter a water o f 16 to 18%0 salinity flows back. This upper sea current o f gradually increasing 
salinity 25 to 26%o, empties, through the Dardanelles, back to the Aegean Sea.
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The Central Paratethys at the geological time under discussion witnessed a similar situation. In 
other words, the Central Paratethys was playing the role o f a “ lock-chamber", similarly to the case 
of the present-day Sea of Marmara.

In the last third of the Late Badenian a jwogressively increasing E Paratethyan influence is 
observed, as evidenced by the mass of data here presented, though the phenomenon is confined to 
certain areas of the Central Paratethys. The growing eastern influence is explained by tectonic move
ments, i.e. very probably by the emergence of the Dinarides which seems to have taken place when 
the floor of the depression that provided a means of communication with the Mediterranean began 
to rise and, hence, the sea became shallower. Thus the critical depth already referred to (in the case 
o f the Bosphorus) diminished.

3. The problem of Indo-Paeific connections

In recent literature the possibility that the Eastern Paratethys may have been connected with 
the Indo-Pacific was suggested (E. Rögl—C. Müller 1976; F. F. Steininger-  F. R ögl—C. Müller 
1978). This suggestion was based primarily on the appearance of some nannoplanktonic elements in 
Late Badenian time, though to explain the presence of some unusual oriental Mollusca species by 
such a connection was also attempted. Not being a nannoplankton specialist, I do not wish to take a 
stand on this matter, noting that the statement of Rögl and Müller (1976) saying (p. 225) that 
“ . . . Rhabdosphaera poculi und Nannocorbus challengeri, die für Walbersdorf typisch sind im Mittel
meer praktisch nicht beobachtet worden" is not at all convincing.

In analyzing the Bivalvia fauna of the Eastern Paratethys, Nevesskaya - B agbasaryan— 
Goncharova (1979) rejected the presence of Indo-Pacific elements. However, what they suggest is 
the occurrence of six species of unknown provenance in the Konkian (p. 897). Regarding four of 
these, I should like to note the following:

1. Venus konkensis (see description of species).
2. Gafrarium eximium H örn. I found specimens o f Gafrarium eximimum H örn, already in the 

lower part o f the Middle Badenian marine sequence of Budapest. Stratigraphically, this corresponds 
to the top of the Chokrakian. In the east, however, the earliest appearance of the species is in the 
Konkian (Sartaganian substage). This implies that the species in question migrated here from the 
Mediterranean in Middle Badenian time, to migrate further on, to the Konkian sea in Late Badenian 
time. (Nota bene, it liked an environment with a salinity o f 20%o or so, as it occurs more frequently 
and is more specialized in Ervilia- and Cerithium-bearing deposits.)

3. Paphia vitaliana d ’Orb. It is well justified to suppose that Paphia vitaliana d ’Orb . is a 
descendant of Tapes sacyi Cossmann et Peytrot. (For further details, see description of P. vitaliana 
infrasarmatica in the paleontological part.)

4. Lutetia (Alvenius) nitida Beüss. Quite common in the Central Paratethys, L. (Alvenius) 
nitida R ettss was already shown to occur in abundance in the Lower Badenian (Kókay 1966).

The present writer supports his disproving a possible connection with the Indo-Pacific realm 
also by the evidence the present study provides in showing what happens in the case when two 
faunal provinces get interconnected. A modern example for this is provided, in addition, by the open
ing of the Suez Canal. Since its opening (1869), Indo-Pacific Mollusca have been continuously migrat
ing through the canal into the Mediterranean Sea (A. Barash—Z. Danin 1972).

It is not in the last place for oceanojihysical reasons that I cannot agree with the postulated 
communication with the Indo-Pacific through the Eastern Paratethys (towards Iran). In fact, to 
suppose that one half o f a brackish-water sea (in the present case, the Central Paratethys) should 
contain a seawater o f normal salinity, while communicating in an opposite direction with the World 
Ocean, would be a nonsense. Such a situation may exist to some extent only in the event if the recharge 
of salinity in the normal-salinity sea-subbasin is continuously assured from the World Ocean. I f this 
connection is lost for any reason, the seawater o f lower density will immediately dilute the seawater 
o f higher salt content. (That the density of a seawater o f 35%0 salinity at 20 °C is 1.02479 is well- 
known; a change even in the fifth decimal will provoke an intensive convective flow.)

For this reason, I cannot imagine that in the Central Paratethys area the seawater should have 
had normal (or, for that matter, subnormal) salinity without communicating with the Mediterranean. 
To suppose that the marine euhaline bios at least by one order o f magnitude richer when allegedly 
emigrating from the Indo-Pacific should have been able to traverse the brackish-water E Paratethyan 
sea, to settle then finally here in the Central Paratethyan sea basins, is at least so sheer nonsense. 
In fact, the fauna here is of clearly Atlantic-Mediterranean type.

E. Vredenbgrg (1928), relying on a monographic study of the post-Eocene Mollusca faunas 
from the Eocene of India, proved, a good deal o f time ago, that within the studied time span an 
intensive Tethyan connection towards S Europe had existed only at the beginning of the Oligocène.
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Not precluding the revival for a short time of any minor marine communication in the Early Miocene, 
he did not see any proof in favour of the persistence of such a communication from the Mid-Miocene 
onwards.

K. Martin (1914) was of the opinion (p. 350)—primarily based on malacological studies—that 
the disintegration of the ocean (Mediterraean and W Indo-Paoific) had manifested itself in a pronounc
ed form since the earliest Miocene. Relying primarily on studies on larger Foraminifera, C. G. A dams — 
A. W. Gentry—P. J. W hybrow (1983) are essentially of the same opinion, suggesting the disintegra
tion to have taken place not later than from the middle o f the “ Burdigalian” on.

P. Müller (1984), in his monograph on Decapoda, comes to the conclusion that “ . . . the forms 
with eastern relationships derived most probably from a common Tethyan fauna and subsequently 
vanished from European seas. Thus a connection of the Badenian sea with the Indian Ocean seems 
less probable now than some years ago.”

What can be demonstrated instead of immigration of Indo-Pacific elements is that the Late 
Badenian still witnessed some immigration from the west. So, for example, from the exposures o f 
Örs vezér tér and Kerepesi iit in Budapest I have identified the following important adventive 
elements, hitherto unknown from richly fossiliferous and lithologically diversified Badenian forma
tions: Modiolus pistacinus P ov., M. mytUoides Bronn., Megaxinus incrassatus subscopulorum d ’Orb., 
Taras pertransversus Sacco, Tellina incarnata L., Diodora italica reticulina Risso, Gibbula sosensis 
Cossm. et Peyr ., Rayiella minuteornata Cossm. et Peyr ., Thais producta ampleumbilicata Sacco, 
Conus taurinensis anomalomamilla Sacco. (I should like to note that the first four forms have been 
recovered from the “ Upper Limestone" beds, i.e. from beds deposited when the eastern connection 
had become already more intense.)

I found Mediterranean immigrants that had arrived here in Late Badenian time at other localities 
as well: actually, Cardium platovi is a form of this kind too (see description of species).

4. Chokrakian and Sarmatian species

In the mollusc-bearing formations studied in detail I could identify 55 elements (Table 6) indic
ative of E Paratethyan connections. Their distribution by age is as follows: 7 forms are hitherto 
known from the Chokrakian only. To explain their presence 1 suppose the Chokrakian sea to have 
had a somewhat higher salinity, at least the Chokrakian sequences with a specifically richer fauna 
suggest this. Some of the species o f higher salinity demand may eventually have persisted in embay - 
ments o f higher salinity (upper brackish), especially so, if these “ asylums” la,y in the Central Para- 
tethys. The species in question in the Late Badenian sea would find more favourable conditions for 
life than it was the case with the Konkian sea.

13 of the 55 forms are hitherto known from the Sarmatian. Some of these may be questioned 
whether having immigrated from the east or not. One o f them is Mohrensternia multicostata Senes, 
a sjiecies described from the Sarmatian o f S Slovakia (see description of species). Cardium irregulare 
E ichw. is a species o f uncertain Buglovian or Sarmatian age. Some Trochidae, Modiolus, Paphia and 
Mactra species enduring an environment of more reduced salinity or, for that matter, favouring such 
an environment may have immigrated in Late Badenian time from the west to the Paratethys, to 
thrive on in the Sarmatian. (Unfortunately, Sacco’s laconic specific descriptions and figures of low 
quality have failed to give a satisfactory answer to this question, particularly so regarding Trochidae.)

The occurrence o f Sarmatian forms in the brackish-water facies o f older formations is quite 
natural, for the oldest Sarmatian fauna must have evolved already prior to the advent o f Sarmatian 
time and this must have happened for the most part in the Crimo-Caucasian basins o f varying salinity. 
As a response to constantly varying environmental conditions, some philobrackish forms could 
undergo a continued evolution in a wide range of variance, getting differentiated into a host of new 
offshoots.

In the description o f species the Atlantic-Mediterranean provenance for some Crimo-Caucasian 
elements is referred to or suggested.

5. Evolution of the paleogeographic connections and salinity conditions 
of the Middle Paratethys in Badenian time

To conclude, I am attempting to summarize the results o f my studies by fitting them in a larger 
time frame.

That the study area had its genuine thalassocratic history in the Early Badenian time-span of the 
Neogene cannot be doubted. At that time, the Eastern Paratethys communicated with the Central 
Paratethys from the Tarkhanian up to the middle o f the Karaganian (Papp—Senes 1978). The
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Middle Badenian was a period of large-scale evaporite accumulation, though in some areas (e.g. in 
what is now Budapest) a heavy transgression took place. The Middle Badenian is characterized by a 
strong reduction of benthonic Foraminifera (Lagenidae) — a phenomenon we think justifiably 
attributed to the first sizeable oriental influence ever felt. This reduction o f the microfauna, however, 
is far from being firmly attributable to a reduction in salinity. It could have been caused, for ex
ample, by an inflow of anoxic water masses from the Euxinic Karaganian sea. In Middle Badenian 
time, plenty of Mollusca species unknown from the Early Badenian immigrated from the Mediterra
nean, while many older forms vanished. No oriental influence is felt in the Mollusca fauna that has 
come down to us from that time-span (only Carditim praeplicatum H ieb. is known to us from the 
paralie coal formation of Hidas; I. Selmeczi 1982). Regrettably enough, surely Middle Badenian 
sublittoral to shallow-neritic facies with rich Mollusca faunas that would form a connecting link 
towards the Upper Badenian are very scarcely known to us. (This is the time-span that corresponds 
to the Karaganian stage in the east.)

The vast Late Badenian transgression presented itself with a quite different paleogeographic 
pattern. An eastern influence was felt from the beginning of the time-span in question, as shown by 
the present writer in an earlier study. The salinity o f the seawater seems to have lain already at the 
very beginning at the lower limit of what may be regarded as normal salinity. In the last third of the 
Badenian the reduction in salinity was speeded up, the Badenian faunal elements were more and more 
pushed into the background, while the philobrackish and oriental elements came into prominence. 
A leap in this desalinization trend was represented by the onset o f deposition of Veselyankian-type 
sediments. From the viewpoint of their geological features and fossil content the Veselyankian 
deposits are similar in character in both the Central and Eastern Paratethys. [The diastrophic inter
pretation o f the origin of the Veselyankian beds has already been referred to (p. 24.).] The basic 
difference is that the Central Paratethyan Veselyankian beds contain a substantially more abundant 
fauna with much more Badenian elements. This bears witness to the fact that some, though rather 
little, communication with the Mediterranean still persisted that time. (To visualize this comparison 
in numerical terms would be rather difficult, because the information from the Eastern Paratethys 
is scarcely sufficient for gaining a firm idea on the faunas of the Veselyankian beds there. These 
formations there contain approximately 35 to 40% of Badenian-type taxa, while the Veselyankian 
profiles from the Central Paratethys do 50 to 60%.) In the upj^ermost tens of centimetres the faunal 
elements indicative o f the Badenian already vanish completely and along with the Sarmatian forms it 
is only some oriental Middle Miocene species that prove that the enclosing sediments do not belong 
yet to the Sarmatian.

In case of continuous or almost continuous sedimentation the change in the lithology of the 
Sarmatian deposits, in general the coming of detrital sediments into prominence, is striking. These 
formations contain but Sarmatian-type Mollusca species. The Foraminifera acquired a Sarmatian 
character already earlier, at the time of deposition of the Veselyankian beds (apart from one or two 
extraordinary species).

At the end of Badenian time, the lock (in this case, the Dinariden) to the Mediterranean 
uplifted and the recharge from the World Ocean was interrupted. On top of that, the closure of 
the lock meant that the Paratethys had become for a while a drainless inland sea. This had as a 
consequence :

— an overall rise in water level (transgression) and dilution of the seawater owing to the cessation 
of effluence from the Paratethys ;

— the homogenization of the bios of the inland sea, i.e. its becoming predominantly E Para
tethyan in character. 4
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IV. PALEONTOLOGICAL DESCRIPTIONS

In this chapter I have described the E Paratethyan-type Mollusca taxa recovered from the 
Upper Badenian sections discussed. As evident from detailed analyses, some taxa can be shown, with 
high probability, to have originated not from the E Paratethys but from the Mediterranean, whence 
they arrived in Badenian time and preserved their original shape. The majority, however, as 
a response to the changes in the physico-chemical conditions, underwent a rapid evolution and, 
curiously enough, became characteristic o f the Eastern Paratethys. With a host o f forms, allegedly 
endemic, present there, a separate faunal province came into existence.

It is first of all the elements alien to the Central Paratethys, appearing first in the Tarkhanian, 
Chokrakian and Konkian, that I have considered as forms indicative o f the Eastern Paratethys.

The beginning o f the Sarmatian in the Central Paratethys should be regarded as an extension o f 
the Eastern Paratethys, its overwhelming expansion. Considering that, in general, the Mollusca 
fauna too is o f eastern endemic character (except for a few Badenian forms reaching up into the 
Sarmatian such as Loripes dujardini, Gastrana fragilis, Polinices catena helicina, etc.), here I take even 
those “ Sarmatian” forms to be indicative o f the Eastern Paratethys which have hitherto been un
known from a stratigraphically deeper horizon. Such Ponto-Caspian faunal elements known only from 
the Sarmatian are 12 out o f a total o f 55 taxa found in the Upper Badenian. I do not exclude the 
possibility that some o f these migrated from the west to the Central Paratethys in the Late Baden
ian to find there, in some subbasins or embayments, already life conditions similar to those which 
existed in Sarmatian time. (I mean here first o f all the small-sized Trochidae species. Unfortunately, 
Sacco’s concise descriptions o f species and, particularly so, his figures o f rather low quality do not 
give an answer to this question.)

Since I have not intended to make a paleontological-taxological work by this study, I do not wish 
to tackle too sophisticated taxonomic problems the references to which in the literature are often 
contradictory and questionable. For this reason, and not in the last place for “ conventional” reasons, 
I have occasionally refrained from using more “ up-to-date” generic or subgeneric names (e.g. Jujubi- 
nus, Sarmatimactra, Plicatiforma, etc.).

Hereinafter I have given the descriptions of 55 Mollusca taxa from the fauna of the Central 
Paratethys and listed their most important synonymy from the relevant literature. The studied ma
terial is deposited in the collection of the Hungarian Geological Institute.

Classis: B I V A L V I A  
Familia: MYTILIDAE 
Genus: Modiolus L a m a r c k , 1799

Modiolus incrassatus (d 'Orbigny)
Pl. I, f. 4a, 5, 9b; Pl. VII, f. 7b

A well-known Sarmatian form known to occur already in the Konkian in the Eastern Paratethys 
(Ossipov 1932). (Nota bene, it can be found in the following recent literature devoted to the Sarma
tian: Bod a 1959; Papp—Marinescu—Sexes 1974.)
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Modiolus incrassatus buglovensis Gatuev 
Pl. I, f. 6 — 8, 9a

1903. Modiola volhynica E ic h w . — L a s k a r e v , p. 135, tabi. I, fig. 25 — 28.
1916. Modiolus volhynicus E ic h w . var. buglovensis G a t . — G a t u e v , p . 160, tabl. 13, fig . 7 — 8.
1959. Modiolus incrassatus d ’ O e b . var. buglovensis G a t . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p. 220, tab. X X II, fig. 23 — 24.

Differences from the well-known species : shell more widened towards the posterior margin and. 
hence, of more triangular outline; edge of posterior margin internally indented; shell o f usually 
smaller size.

The species is characteristic first o f all o f the Veselyankian horizon, though it occurs in the 
deeper Konkian beds as well (even at the Keresztúri út site in Budapest). Il ’ina— Nev esska ya -  
Param о nova (1976) reported its presence from the base of the Sarmatian too.

Modiolus incrassatus subpapilio Gatuev 
Pl. I, f. 12-13

1916. Modiolus volhynicus E ic h w . var. subpapilio G a t . — G a t u e v , p . 161, tabl. 13, fig . 3.
1935. Modiola subpapilio (Ga t .) — K o l e s n ik o v , p. 25, tabl. I, fig. 26 — 27.

Shell substantially wider than the subspecies “ buglovensis” , of strongly triangular shape, with a 
convex umbo. Hitherto reported: from the Sarmatian. I have found it in the “ Lower Cerithium 
Limestone” at Gyakorló út site in Budapest as well as in the somewhat younger Ervilia limestone 
of Pécsvárad.

Modiolus incrassatus sultanensis Gatuev 
PI. I, f. 10, 14

1916. Modiolus volhynicus E ic h w . var. sultanensis G a t . — G a t u e v , p . 159, tab l. 13, fig . 5.
1959. Modiolus incrassatus d ’Oe b . var. sultanensis G a t . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p . 219, tabl. XIII, f ig . 12 — 14.

Form of long, elongated shape with parallel posterior and lower margins. This bivalve of peculiar 
shape is reported from the Chokrakian in the relevant literature. The specimens figured here have been 
recovered from the Ervilia limestone of Pécsvárad.

Modiolus ustjurtensis Zhizhchenko 
PL I, f. l l

1953. Modiola hoernesi R eu ss  - St r a c h im ir o v , p . 53, tabl. VIII, f. 1 — 3.
1955. Modiolus ustjurtensis Z h iz h . — M e r k l in —N e v e s s k a y a , p . 101, tabl. X X X , f. 3 — 4. 
1960. Modiolus ustgurtensis Z h iz h . — St r a c h im ir o v , p . 277, tab l. L V II , f. 11 — 12.

Oval in outline, with distinct growth lines. Our specimens are of rather subjuvenile character, 
being not completely grown up. They have been recovered from the upper (Veselyankian) part of 
the Upper Badenian sequence of borehole Perbál 2 and Keresztúri út exposure in Budapest.

Closely related to it is Modiolus hoernesi characterized by :
— a different outline, being not oval but pointed toward the umbo, i.e. rather trigonal:
— a smaller size, 3 to 7 mm, while M. ustjurtensis reaches even 30 mm in size.
The subjuvenile specimen from Perbál is 10 mm, that of Keresztúri út being about 15 mm. 
Occurrence: in Konkian deposits.

Genus: Musculus (B o l t e n ) R ö d in g , 1798

Musculus sarmaticus Gatuev 
PL II, f. 1 -3

Common in the Sarmatian, this form has been recovered from the Ervilia limestone of Pécsvárad 
(Papp 1954, Boda 1959, Papp — Marinescu—Senes 1974).
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Musculus sarmaticus naviculoides (K o le sn ik o v )
PL II, f. 4

1935. Modiola naviculoides K ö l e s . — K o l e s n ik o v , j>. 17, tabi. I, fig. i — 4.
1955. Musculus naviculoides naviculoides (K ö l e s .) — M e r k l in  — N e v e s s k a y a , p. 99, tabi. X X IX , fig. 14 — 20.

Cast recovered from the upper part o f the Ervilia limestone of Pécsvárad. It differs from the 
known representatives of Musculus sarmaticus chiefly by the fact that its outline is oval, subelliptical, 
while that o f M. sarmaticus is narrowed like a wedge towards the umbo and is usually more flattened 
and larger as well. M. naviculoides is 10 to 15 mm long. (Our specimen is 11.6 mm long and 6.8 mm 
wide.)

Muscidus candilus is considerably wider, smaller, its radial ribbing being more pronounced. 
Occurrence: Sarmatian in the E Paratethys as reported in the relevant literature.

Familia: UNGULINIDAE 
Genus: Taras Risso, 1826

Taras rotundatus caucasiens (Zh izh ch en k o )
Pl. II, f. 5 -9

1953. Diplodonta rotundata M o n t a g u  var. caucasica Z h iz h . — St r a c h im ir o v , p. 64, tab i. X III, fig . 3 — 5.
1959. Taras rotundata M o n t . var. caucasica Z h iz h . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p. 198, tabi. XI, fig. 16 —19.
1960. Taras rotundata var. caucasica Z h iz h . — St r a c h im ir o v , p. 255, tabi. LV, fig. 14—15.

Outline subpolar, umbo situated in the central area, shape less convex. In terms of habit, the 
form being described occupies a position of transition between Taras rotundatus and T. trigomdus.

I have found a lot o f specimens in both the Veselyankian, i.e. terminal Upper Badenian beds 
and in ones lower than these. In the Eastern Paratethys it has come from the Chokrakian into the 
fore. It may be identical with the form T. trigomdus intermedius o f Tethyan provenance which I 
discovered in Lower Badenian deposits as well (K ó k ay  1966, p. 73, taf. X III, fig. 12 —13). From 
here, it may have migrated on to the Chokrakian sea.

Familia: KELLIELLIDAE
Genus: Lutetia D e s h a y e s , 1860
Subgenus : S p a n i o d o n t e l l a  A n d r u s s o v , 1902

Lutetia (Spaniodontella) sokolovi (Sinzov)
PI. 11, f. 10 -12

1899. Spaniodon nitidus R e u ss  — So k o l o v , p . 60, tabi. 1, fig. 4 — 8.
1932. Spaniodontella sokolovi Sin z o v  — O s sip o v , p . 38, tabi. I, fig. 8 — 15.
1955. Spaniodontella sokolovi Sin z o v  — V o l k o v a , p . 32, tabi. XV, fig. 1 — 5.
1959. Spaniodontella sokolovi Sin z o v  — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p. 207, tabi. X X II, fig. 1 — 4.
1979. Alveinus sokolovi (Sin z o v ) — N e v e s s k a y a  — Вa g d a s a k y a k  — G o n c h a r o v a , p. 892.

Species described as peculiar, well-defined. Considered to be typical Konkian element. I found 
it in both the Veselyankian argillaceous marl beds of boreholes Perbál 2 and 5 and in the upper few 
metres o f the underlying Badenian sequence. It was recovered from the final Copper Badenian beds 
at Hidas in the Mecsek Mountains (I. Selmeczi 1982) as well. In the borehole Hegymagos 84 put 
down in the Tapolca Basin it was found in the middle part of the Upper Badenian sequence.

On the basis o f my personal experience, I do not think the separation of the species from Lutetia 
nitida to be simple. This latter sjiecies was described from the Middle Badenian of Wieliczka, Poland, 
by R euss (syn. : Lutetia girondica in Cossmann et Peyrot). L. sokolovi can be distinguished from L. 
nitida on the following grounds:

- The size of Lutetia sokolovi is around 3 mm, while L. nitida measures, as shown by the study 
o f specimens of different age, 1.0 to 1.5 mm.

L. nitida ist mostly—but not always — higher, “ rotundo-triangular” in outline, while L. 
sokolovi is rather “ subcircular“ .

— L. nitida is more convex, its umbo being a little bit twisted.
— L. sokolovi has a hinge apparatus that is more strongly developed, showing otherwise the 

same features.
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The dissimilarities listed are not necessarily all combined and, in the final analysis, the difference 
seems to be sufficient for a sub generic distinction. My suggestion is confirmed by the fact that in the 
marl from about the middle of the Upper Badenian sequence of borehole Hegymagos 84, in addition 
to a mass of tiny L. nitida specimens, L. sokolovi is also present, but individuals o f transitional size 
exist too. unfortunately only in the form o f casts though. That the water of an ingressing Konkian 
sea provided better conditions for the life o f the species is plausible. Thus an evolution tending to 
“ gigantism” set in which resulted in the birth of L. sokolovi. (It is the L. nitida individuals that 
penetrated into the Early Badenian Chokrakian sea that may have given rise to an assemblage of 
divergent species belonging to the group of L. intermedia. All these circumstances imply that L. 
sokolovi evolved, from the same L. nitida species, along a second evolutionary lineage in the Late 
Badenian Konkian sea.)

Familia: CARDIIDAE
Genus: Cardium L in n é , 1758
Subgenus : C er  a s t  о d e r  ma P o l i , 197 5

Cardium obsoletum Eichwald 
PI. IT, f. 1 3 -18 ; Pl. VII, f. 7cl

1936. Cardium obsoletum Eicmv. — F e ie d b e r g , p. 151, tabl. 24, fig. 7—10.
1976. Cerastoderma (Obsoletiforma) obsoletum obsoletum (E ic h w .). — I l ’in a  — N e v e s s k a y a  — P a e a m o k o v a , p. 232, 

233, tabi. I, fig. 37 — 48; tabi. II, fig. 25 — 29; tabl. I ll, fig. 3 — 26.
1979. Cerastoderma obsoletum (E ic h w .) — N e v e s s k a y a  — Вa g d a s a k v a n  — G o n c h a r o v a , p. 894.

The figured specimens have been recovered from the “ Lower Cerithium Limestone” of Keresztúri 
út (Cardium uiratamense type ; K olesnikov 1929), the Ervilia limestone of Pécsvárad and the final 
Badenian argillaceous marl bed of borehole Perbál 5.

In the Eastern Paratethys it is known from the Konkian and Lower Sarmatian formations. 
As a rule, it is not too frequent, being akin to C. vindobonense Partsch, though more flattened than 
that, its umbo being not so salient.

Cardium ruthenicum H ilber  
Pl. II. f. 19; PI. I ll, f. 1 -5 , 8; Pl. VII, f. 7c

1882. Cardium Ruthenicum H i l b . — H il b e r , p . 15, ta f. I , fig . 43.
1903. Cardium lithopodolicum D u b . var. ruthenica H i l b . — L a s k a r e v , p . 139, ta f. II, fig . 1 — 8.
1935. Cardium ruthenicum H i l b . — Liv e e o v s k a  y a , p. 8, tabi. II, fig. 9—14.
1936. Cardium ruthenicum H i l b . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p . 19, tabi. II, fig . 3 — 9.
1955. Cardium ruthenicum H il b . — M e r k l in — N e v e s s k a y a , p . 47, tabi. IX, fig . 15 — 21.
1959. Cardium ruthenicum H il b . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p. 178, tabi. X X II, fig. 41 — 42.
1976. Cerastoderma ( Obsoletiforma) obsoletum ruthenicum (H i l b .) — I l ’i n a —N e v e s s k a y a  — P a r a m o n o v a , p. 232, 

tabi. I, fig. 4 9 -5 4 ; tabi. IV, fig. 22-23 .

Species with varying features. There are specimens with poorly or strongly developed ribs, 
specimens with steeply sloping and rounded posterior margin and there are ones in which the posterior 
ridge is accentuated by a more heavily developed rib. In the exposures in Budapest this latter type 
is the more frequent form approaching to some extent the species Cardium hűbéri and C. kubanicum. 
Kota bene, Zhizhchenko (1936) also reported a specimen of this kind representing a link of transition 
to C. kubanicum. It is mainly the specimens encounterable in the Ervilia limestone of Budapest 
and Balatonakali (borehole Bak. 40) and, less frequently, in that of Pécsvárad that have a posterior 
area separated from the rest o f the shell by a rib o f varying strength as a characteristic feature. 
Another characteristic feature is that the middle among the 7 — 8 ribs o f the sloping posterior area 
is a little bit stronger than the others. This feature can be observed earliest o f all in the case of the 
tiny Cardium holubieense Hilb. species (see Eriedberg- 1936: tabl. 24, fig. 5a). (Kota bene, I found 
the species with a similar feature already in the Middle Badenian in Budapest.) I found this feature 
to be traceable up to the Early Pannonian forms. In addition, it can be recognized in some C. obsole
tum specimens and in other species as well. Thus it can be concluded with good reason, on evidence 
of this feature, that the forms involved have a common ancestor—C. holubieense.

Its stratigraphic range is confined primarily to the Konkian stage, but Zhizhchenko (1936) 
indicated its presence from the Chokrakian already. In addition, it is found at the base of the Sarma
tian, in the first place in the E Paratethys.
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Cardin?)! lithopodolicum Dubois 
Pl. III, f. 6, 9

Recovered from the terminal Upper Badenian limestone o f Örs vezér tér site in Budapest. 
Hitherto known with certainty from the lower part of the Sarmatian (Kojumdgieva 1969, Papp — 
Marinescu—Senes 1975).

Cardium kokkupicum A ndrosov  
PI. I ll, f. 7

1916. Cardium kokkupicum Andk. •— Andbusov, p. 219, tabl. 16, fig. 55.
1932. Cardium kokkupicum Akdb. — Ossipov, p. 45, tabl. 1, fig. 32.

Two fossil casts have been recovered from the terminal Upper Badenian bed of Örs vezér tér 
site in Budapest. Their characteristic features (outline, number of ribs, strength of ribs) have enabled 
identification with Ardrusov’s species.

The species is reported from the Konkian beds in the literature. After K ojumdgieva (1969) it 
may be present in the Sarmatian of Bulgaria too, though its figuring by K ojumdgieva is not at all 
convincing.

Cardium cfr. fischer if or me millelocum Sidorova 
PI. I ll, f. 12

1969. Cardium millelocum Sid . — Sidorova, p. 44, tabl. VII, fig. 4—10.
1976. Cerastoderma (Obsoletiforma) fischeriforme millelocum (Sid .) Bl’ina. -Nevesskaya- Párámon ova, p. 75, 

234, tabl. IV, fig. 1 -1 0 .

Recovered as internal mould and damaged cast from borehole Bak. 40. Stands close to C. litho
podolicum from which it is distinguished by the salient ridge delimiting the posterior margin and the 
slightly spinose ribs on the upper posterior margin. Because of the incompleteness o f the find a more 
convincing determination is impossible. Occurrence: E Paratethyan Lower Sarmatian.

Cardium cfr. kaudense volhynicum Grischkevich 
PI. I l l, f. 10, 11

1976. Cerastoderma ( Obsoletiforma) kaudense volhynicum, (Gris.) — Il ’in a—1ST evesskaya—Páramon ova , p. 234, 
tabl. IV, fig. 27 -32 .

Cast recovered from the Veselyankian limestone of Örs vezér tér site in Budapest, possibly iden
tical with the E Paratethyan Lower Sarmatian form in question. Characteristic features such as 
the strong ridge-rib delimiting the posterior area and the otherwise weakly developed ribbing are 
readily observable in our specimen as well. The specimen from Pécsvárad comes closer to the type 
o f the species.

Cardium praeplicatum H ilb e r  
PI. I l l, f. 13 — 16

1882. Cardium prae-plicatum H i l b . — H i l b e r , p. 14, ta f. I, fig . 40 — 41.
1929. Cardium praeplicatum H i l b . — K o l e s n ik o v , p. 35, tabl. XII, fig. 278 — 292.
1935. Cardium praeplicatum H i l b . — L iv e r o v s k a y a , p . 9, tab l. II, fig . 15.
1955. Cardium praeplicatum H i l b . — V o l k o v a , p . 29, tab l. XIV, fig . 6—7, tab l. XV, fig . 6 — 9.
1955. Cardium praeplicatum H i l b . — M e r k l in  — N e v e s s k a y a , p . 47, tab l. X, fig . 1 — 8.
1959. Cardium praeplicatum H i l b . — B o d a , p . 683, taf. I ll, fig . 10—12.
1976. Cerastoderma ( Plicatif orma) ‘praeplicatum (H i l b .) — I l ’ i n a — N e v e s s k a y a  — P a r a m o n o v a , p. 232, tabl. I, 

fig. 26 -36 .

A lot o f specimens have been collected from the base up to the top of the Upper Badenian. 
The species does not seem to be sensitive to facies, being encounterable in limestones, marls and 
argillaceous brachyhaline formations alike.

In the E Paratethys it appears first in the Konkian. I. Selm eczi mentions its presence from 
the Middle Badenian coal measures o f Hidas. It occurs mainly in the eastern province in earliest 
Sarmatian deposits.
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Cardium mányense K ó k ay  
PI. I ll, f. 18; Pl. IV, f. 1 — 3

1916. Cardium sp. aff. praeplicatum H i l b . — A n d e u s o v , p. 217, tabl. 16, fig. 61 (solum!)
1967b Cardium mányense K ó k a y  — K ó k a y , p. 88, taf. V il, fig. 1—5.

From core samples o f Upper Badenian age from the Mány area, I described a Cardium species 
the presence of which I quoted from the Tapolca Basin as well. Since that time, I have found it in a 
lot o f core- and surface samples, but these are limited to the embayments, subbasins, along the 
southern side of the Hungarian Central Range, from Budapest up to Tapolca, primarily in argillaceous 
sediments. I see perfect agreement with the Cardium specimen published with a question mark by 
A n dru sov  which was collected from the Konkian deposits o f the northern coast o f the Black Sea. 
Thus C. mányense is rightly regarded as an oriental species, though its having immigrated from the 
Mediterranean cannot be precluded either. In fact, it is absent in the Upper Badenian o f the Mecsek 
Mountains. In case o f immigration from the east, it should be present there too.

Cardium Irreguläre Eichwald 
PI. Ill, f. 17

1903. Cardium irregulare E ic h w . — L a s k a e e v , p. 141, taf. I ll, fig. 23 — 24.
1929. Cardium irregulare E ic h w . — K o l e s n ik o v , p. 3, tabi. I, fig. 1.

As obvious from the references cited, there is some uncertainty about the species, primarily owing 
to its Lower Sarmatian age, for Eich w ald  mentions it, with an imprecise quotation though, from the 
Miocene of Volhynia.

Umbo characteristically pointed, lying approximately in the centre : ribs not too salient and 
approximately so wide as the intervals between the ribs. Our specimens from Balatonakali and 
Pécsvárad correspond well to E i c h w a l d ’s species including his original figure of the species (pl. IV, 
fig. 23).

Cardium scylothicu rn Sokolov 
Pl. IV, f. 4 - 9 ;  PL VII, f. 2b

1899. Cardium scylothicum So k . — So k o l o v , p . 62, taf. I, fig. 21 — 26.
1932. Cardium scylothicum So k . — Ossipov, p. 44, tabi. I, fig. 28 — 31.

Specimens with complete shells, frequent in the Veselyankian horizon of borehole Perbál 2 and, 
particularly so, in borehole Perbál 5. A characteristic feature is the suborbicular outline, the umbo 
being just a little bit anterior to mid-length. Ribs flat, scarcely convex, closely spaced, with very 
narrow intervals between them. The small tubercles on the ribs in the posterior area of the valve are 
not typical o f the species, being not observable in all specimens of Sokolov either. Otherwise, our 
specimens correspond well to the species described from the type section of Veselyanka, only the ribs 
on them are by 2 — 3 fewer in number.

The species is quoted from not too many localities other than the type locality in the relevant 
literature. It can be found, still within the Black Sea depression zone, near Nikopol, and also in the 
Donbass (Didkovskiy—K ulichenko 1975), in the same stratigraphic horizon. From Bulgaria, it is 
reported by Strachimirov (1960) but, from the Chokrakian bed.

Cardium sp.
PL IV, f. 15

One small and flat Cardium specimen has been recovered from the Veselyankian horizon of 
borehole Perbál 5. The shell is ornamented with 21 slightly flat ribs of medium strength. The rib 
intervals are somewhat narrower than the ribs themselves. The ribs are smooth, growth lines, if any, 
being visible in the anterior and posterior marginal areas. In the intervals thin transverse bars are 
observed. The species in question has no ridge separating the posterior margin ; the posterior margin 
is not sloped, but is curved into the lower and upper margins. Umbo anterior to mid-length.

Unidentifiable with any of the known species. Closest relation is Cardium karabugasicum Sido
rova (1961). Unfortunately, because of the incompleteness o f the specimen described, it cannot be 
decided whether the upper and posterior margins meet in an arc or in an angle. In addition, our 
specimen is shorter in size and smaller in terms of umbonal angle than it is the case with Sidorova's 
species.

Dimensions: Length 7.2 mm, height 6.0 mm.
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Subgenus : A c a n t h о c a r d i a Gray, 1851

Cardium ( Acanthocardia)  aculeatum platovi B ogatchev  
Pl. IV, f. 1 0 -1 4 ; Pl. V, f. 1 -2

1905. Cardium Platovi B o g . — B o g a t c h e v , p . 184, pi. I ll, fig. 1 — 11.
1932. Cardium Platovi B o g . — O s s ip o v , p . 42, tabi. I, fig. 25 — 27.
1979. Acanthocardium platovi B o g . — N e v e s s k a y a — B a g d a s a e y a n  — G o n c h a r o v a , p. 895.

From the railway-cut o f Rákos “vasúti delta” in Budajaest and the Veselyankian horizon of the 
boreholes o f Many and from deeper Badenian beds in the Tapolca Basin, a “ spinose” Cardium species 
matching well the form described from the Konkian. It carries 19 to 21 ribs that are rotundo-triangular 
in cross-section. Rib intervals about the half of the rib width, growing wider towards both the anterior 
and posterior margins. Between the ribs and on their side there are perpendicular grooves. At about 
the top of the ribs (or rather towards the lower margin) poorly developed unequal spines or their 
rudiments are observable. The valves vary from “ subcircular” to “subquadrangular” in outline. 
Umbo fairly salient, more or less sloped on the posterior margin. Related forms from the Miocene:

— Cardium paucicostatum: ribs fewer in number (14—15).
— C. vidali ritzingense: ribs a little bit fewer (17 -19), considerably wider and stronger, intervals 

narrower; strong growth lines on the valve; rib-sides not grooved or striated; the small spines or 
rather tubercles disappear towards the lower margin on the adult specimens; shell o f larger size; 
bound preferentially to argillaceous facies.

— C. barrandei schufferi: rib number: 20 to 24; ribs more closely spaced and more salient; semi
circular incross-section, carrying tiny and closely spaced “ buttons” ; shell o f larger size; bound 
preferentially to calcareous and arenaceous facies ; euhaline form.

In the Tapolca Basin, borehole Hegymagos 84 yielded, in addition to specimens 20 to 24 in 
diameter—size characteristic of “platovi” —specimens reaching even 30 mm. As suggested in the 
chapter on sea currents, these large specimens may be indicative o f a Mediterranean provenance. In 
fact, the specimens in question come quite close to Cardium aculeatum L., species living even at 
present, which was reported from the “ Helvetian” o f Salles by Cossmann and Peyrot (p. 476, PI. 
X X , fig. 28 — 29). Having penetrated from the west into the more brackish seawater, the 
species in question was reduced both in size and, in certain measure, sculpture, as is observed nowa
days on representatives of Cardium. This is how the “ species” C. platovi evolved, to migrate then on 
in the Konkian sea, as far as the northern Black Sea coast (Novocherkask). I do not see any use in 
including it in the original “ aculeatum”  species owing to the important paleogeographic and strati
graphic role it plays in its reduced form. For this reason, I have preferred a subspecific distinction.

Cardium (Acanthocardia) paucicostatum Sowerby var.
1955. Cardium paucicostatum Sow. — M e r k l in — N e v e s s k a y a , p. 40, tabi. VI, fig. 7 — 8.

The species is still alive (in the Black Sea too). Its more or less spinose-tuberculate ribs are 
generally 14 to 15 in number. One poorly preserved specimen has been recovered from the Veselyan
kian limestone of Örs vezér tér, and one fragment from borehole Bak. 40.

What it resembles most is fig. 7 o f Merklin and Nevesskaya rather than the classic illustrations. 
Similarly narrow, poorly developed, scarcely spinose ribs with rather wide and almost smooth inter
vals. For this reason, it is these specimens from the Konkian of Turkmenia that I consider ours to 
come very close to.

My 1 note that the specimens from Várpalota, Herend and from other Lower Badenian beds 
(e.g. K ókay 1966) identified with Cardium paucicostatum need to he revised, as the deviation from 
the Konkian form is remarkable.

Genus: Trachycardium M ö r c h , 1853

Tr achy car'dium pseudomulticostatum (Zhizhchenko)
PI. V, f. 3

1934. Cardium pseudomulticostatum Z h iz h . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p . 22, tab i. IV, fig . 1 — 2.
1936. Cardium pseudomulticostatum Z h iz h . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p. 12, tabi. I , fig . 1 — 4.
1955. Cardium pseudomulticostatum Z h iz h . — V o l k o v a , p . 42, ta b i. X I X ,  fig . 1 — 3.
1955. Cardium pseudomulticostatum Z h iz h . — M e r k l in — N e v e s s k a y a , p. 42, tabi. VI, fig. 13 — 17. 
1959. Cardium pseudomulticostatum Z h iz h . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p. 174, tab i. VII, fig . 13 — 16.
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Cast recovered from the Veselyankian horizon of borehole Mány 8. It is readily identifiable with 
this species certainly representing a sister-species of Trachycardium multicostatum. The deviations 
are as follows:

• The ribs of T. multicostatum vary between 50 and 60 in number, while in case of Zhtzhchen- 
ko 's species this figure is reported in various publications as varying between 37 and 50, In our spe
cimen. it is 45 or so.

— The eastern species has stronger ribs.
— T. pseudomulticostatum is usually wider in shape.
The species has so far been known from the Chokrakian only.

Familia : VENERIDAE
Genus: Venus Linné, 1758 
Subgenus: T im  o c l e  a Brown, 1827

Venus (Timoclea) konkensis Sokolov 
Pl. V, f. 4 -1 2 , 15

1899. Venus konkensis S o k . — So k o l o v , jl 66, tabi. II, fig. 3 — 12.
1932. Venus konkensis So k . — O s s ip o v , p. 52, tabi. II, fig. 32 — 37.
J935. Venus konkensis S o k . — L iv e r o v s k a y a , p. 9, tabi. I, fig. 14—19.
1955. Parvivenus konkensis (So k .) — V o l k o v a , p . 32, tab i. X V , fig . 12.
1955. Venus konkensis S o k . — M e r k l in — N e v e s s k a y a , p. 57, tabi. XV, fig. 11 — 14.
1958. Venus konkensis S o k . — Z h g e n t i , p. 64, tabi. V, fig. 7 — 13.
1959. Venus (Parvivenus) konkensis So k . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p. 186, fcabl. X II, fig. 32 — 33.

I have found the species in several Upper Badenian drill core samples, in formations correspond
ing in age to a pre-Veselyankian Lower Konkian horizon. It has been particularly frequent in the 
lower third of the Upper Badenian sequence of borehole Perbál 6, being represented by shelled 
specimens of excellent preservation. It is typical of the Veselyankian horizon in the E Paratethys, the 
earlier data being rather obscure. In Hungary, it was reported by G. H ámor (1971) from the Pécs- 
várad limestone of similar age.

Close to the species is Venus marginata from which the most essential difference is that V. 
konkensis has a smooth outer shell surface, while V. marginata is ornamented with concentric ribs.

Among the Hungarian specimens I have found such as show the remnants of relict folds, testify
ing to the relationship.

Hence, it is with good reason that we may suppose that Venus konkensis migrated from here to 
the Veselyankian sea farther east, for here it had appeared earlier. Consequently, V. marginata may 
be supposed to have responded to a decrease in salinity by reduction, as is frequently the case with 
the molluscs. At the same time, it is not improbable either that, actually, V. konkensis immigrated 
from the Mediterranean already earlier, in the first third of Late Badenian time. In fact, Sacco 
figured, as V. marginata, specimens with a smooth shell surface [Parte X X V III, p. 45, Táv. X, fig. 
25 and 27 (solum!)].

Genus: Paphia (B o l t e n ) R ö d in g , 1798

Paphia secunda (Bogatchev)
Pl. V, f. 13-14 , 1 6 -2 2 ; PL VI, f. 1

1905. Tapes secundus B o g . — B o g a t c h e v , p. 185, pi. I ll, fig. 19 — 25.
1932. Tapes secundus B o g . — O s s ip o v , p. 51, tabi. II, fig. 28 — 31.
1935. Tapes secundus Boo. — L iv e r o v s k a y a , p. 11, tabi. I, fig. 21 — 24.
1959. Tapes secundus B o g . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p. 189, tabi. X X II, fig. 30 — 31.

Paphia species o f small size with fine, concentric ribs. It can be readily identified with Boga- 
tchev’s species which was described by him from the Konkian of the northern Black Sea coast. I have 
found it in the Upper Badenian sequence in a number of places. It is particularly frequent in the 
boreholes o f Mány and Perbál.
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Paphia vitaliana infrasarmutica (Andrusov)
Pl. VI, f. 2 -3 ,  5

1916. Tapes vitalianus O r b . var. inf rasa,rmaticus A n  d r . — A n d r u s o v , p. 215, tabi. 17, fig. 70 — 71.
1968. Tapes vitalianus d ’ Oe b . var. in f rasarm,atica A n d e . — I o n e s i, p . 241, p l. V, fig . 10, 11 (so lu m !).

Well-known and wide-spread, Paphia vitaliana is, as shown in the relevant literature and suggest
ed by my own experience, rather variable even within one and the same population. Nevertheless, it 
seems to be justified to distinguish Andrusov’s subspecies from the species which has the following 
characteristics :

— The upper and lower margins are subparallel, the upper one being straigth, the lower one 
scarcely arched.

— The umbo is more salient, but largely variable.
— Rather long elongated specimens. Length-height ratio about 1.6 to 1.8. In case of A ndrusov's 

original: 1.65.
Known from the Veselyankian beds and the base of the Sarmatiam
The length-width ratio of the specimen (an internal mould) recovered from the Veselyankian 

of Rákos “ vasúti delta'’ in Budapest is about 1.6. That of the specimen of similar age from Keresztúri 
út is 1.81 and that of an older specimen (“ Lower Cerithium Horizon” ) from Gyakorló út is 1.79.

There is no doubt that more squat forms with an index of 1.4 to 1.6 will take the upper hand as 
one proceeds up in the profile, their umbo being more reduced, sometimes merging with the upper 
margin (Boda 1959).

Since I have found no elongate forms like the ones from Budapest in the literature on the Para- 
tethys and since the Budapest forms are the oldest ones (having been recovered even from beds 
underlying the Veselyankian), this form seems to have migrated east from here, after having immigrat
ed here from the west. [Its ancestors may probably be looked for in Tapes sacyi Cossm. et Peyrot 
(Cossmann et Peyrot: Tome LXVIII, pl. XXIV , fig. 22 — 25). Similarly to the case of our specimen 
of Keresztúri út, its index is 1.8, the accordance between the two being very good even as far as the 
outline and the position of the umbo are concerned.]

Andrusov described the form originally from the Upper Konkian, but it occurs at the base of 
the Sarmatian as well.

Genus: Irus Oken, 1815
Sub genus : P a p h  i r u s  F i n l a y , 1927

Irus (Paphirus)  gregarius modestus (Dubois)
Pl. VI, f. 4

1903. Tapes modesta D u b . — L a s k a r e v , p. 137, taf. IV, fig. 17—18.
1936. Tapes gregaria P a r t s c h  var. modesta D u b . — F r ie d b e r g , p. 84, tabi. 15, fig. 11 — 12, 15 (non 13—14).

From the lower third of the Upper Badenian of borehole Perbál 6, a shelled specimen of this 
form, incomplete, but exhibiting the essential specific features, has been recovered. Two casts derive 
from the “ Lower Cerithium Beds” o f the exposures o f Keresztúri út. Having examined the finds, 
I have found confirmation of Friedberg’s decision regarding the closeness o f “ modestus” to “ gre
garia” . K autsky’s characterization o f the genus (1936, p. 18) applies very well to the specimen from 
Perbál, in particular as far as the fine longitudinal ribbing o f a banded pattern and the radial sculpture 
observable only under magnifier are concerned. Smooth areas, folds and growth lines are also observed 
on the shell surface. The teeth of the hinge margin are rather varied, as some teeth in a specimen 
are bifid, while in others the same teeth are coalesced.

The species in the Vienna Basin appears as early as the Early Badenian (Grund), persisting longer 
on in the Sarmatian. Having a smaller size, thinner shell and finer hinge margin, “ modestus” is habitual, 
though not common, in the Upper Badenian (Buglov).

Familia: MESODESMATIDAE
Genus: Ervilia T o u r t o n , 1822

Ervilia trigonula Sokolov 
PL. VI, fig. 6, 7

Sokolov (1899) originally described this species from the type section of the Veselyankian, but 
it can be found in the lower part of the Sarmatian (Boda  1959, Papp —Ma r in e sc u —Senes 1974).
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Ervilia pusilla dissita Eichwald 
Pl. VI, f. 8, 9; PI. VIT, f. 7f

Primarily characteristic o f the Sarmatian, the species occurs in older deposits as well (Laskarev 
1903. Boda 1959, Papp—Marinescu—Senes 1974).

Familia : SEMELIDAE
Genus: Abra L a m a r c k , 1818

Abra alba scythica (Sokolov)
Pl. VI, f. 1 0 -1 2 ; Pl. VII, f. 4b

1899. Syndesmya alba W o o d  var. scythica So k . — So k o l o v , p. 76, taf. IV, fig. 1—8.
1916. Syndesmia alba W o o d  var. scythica S o k . — A n drttsov , p. 214, tabi. XVI, fig. 52 — 54.
1932. Syndesmia scythica So k . — O s s ip o v , p. 50, tabi. II, fig. 18 — 27.
1955. Abra alba scythica (S o k .) — M e r k l in  — N e v e s s k a y a , p. 82, tabi. X X III, fig. 9—11.
1959. Syndesmia alba W o o d  var. scythica So k . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p. 205, tabi. X X II, fig. 13—14.

Recovered, rather frequently, from a number of localities, mainly from the boreholes o f Perbál 
and Many as well as from the Pécsvárad limestone.

Trigonal like Abra reflexa, but Sokolov’s form differs from it
— by its posterior margin being not so acute ;
— by the absence of a sharp ridge (carina) at the boundary between the posterior and upper 

margins ;
— by its being generally smaller than the large specimens typical o f Abra reflexa.
The species is characteristic, as a rule, of the Konkian, notably o f its upper, Veselyankian, 

member in both pelitic and calcareous formations. Volkova (1955) quoted it from the Chokrakian 
as well, while Merklin and Nevesskaya did so from the base o f the Sarmatian.

Abra reflexa (Eichwald)
Pl. VI, f. 13, 14

The species occurs in the Upper Konkian and mainly in the lower part o f the Sarmatian (Papp 
1954, Boda 1959, Papp—Marinescu—Senes 1974).

Abra parabilis attalica Merklin 
Pl. VI. f. 1 5 -1 7 ; Pl. VII, f. 1

1950. Abra parabilis Z h iz h c h e n k o  attalica M e e k l . — M e r k l in , p. 81, tabi. VI, fig. 10—15.
1966. Abra stricta B r o c c . var. — K ó k a y , p. 79, taf. XIV, fig. 13.
1968. Abra (Alba) parabilis attalica M e r k l . — T e j k a l , p. 15, tabi. II, fig. 1 — 8.

From the original species described by Zhizhchenko (1934), Merklin separated, as a subspecies, 
the more elongate forms tapering towards the posterior margin. Although later Zhizhchenko (1959) 
included Merklin’s form in his species, Tejkal just like me, respected the separation.

Recovered from borehole Perbál 5 and, just vaguely, from borehole Hidas 6 (Selmeczi 1982) and, 
with a high frequency, even from the base of the Upper Badenian sequence exposed in borehole 
Hegymagos 78/18 in the Tapolca Basin. As regards the problem about the faunal element in question, 
I have already referred to it (p. 43). In fact, Tejkal quoted this typically Chokrakian form from 
S Slovakia, from the Upper and Middle Badenian sequence. Hence:

— Either it had immigrated from the east already in Late Chokrakian time (which corresponds 
to the earliest Middle Badenian) ;

— or Abra parabilis is actually a species o f Mediterranean provenance which, together with its 
varieties, was present during the whole o f the Badenian. Since its salinity demand exceeded the 
salinity o f the Konkian sea, it penetrated only into the Chokrakian sea. This second alternative is 
the more plausible one. To support it, let me mention that in an earlier work of mine I figured and 
described an Abra species from Lower Badenian formations. Referring to it as (iAbra stricta Brocchi 
var.” , I did not identify it completely with BrocchTs species, as it is longer. The agreement with the 
figures published by Merklin and Tejkal is very good. Its length-height index is 1.8 which fits well 
in the variability range of the form in question.
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Familia: SOLENIDAE
Genus : Cultellus Sc h u m a c h e r , 1817

Cultellus scaphoideus Zhizhchenko 
Pl. VII, f. 2a, 3, 4a, 5

1934. Cultellus scaphoïdes Z h iz h . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p . 87, tabi. VI, fig . 25.
1950. Cultellus papyraceus B e ü ss  var. scaphoideus Z h iz h . — M e r k l in , p. 82, tabi. VII, fig. 1 — 2.
1955. Cultellus papyraceus scaphoideus Z h iz h . — M e r k l in — N e v e s s e  a  y a , p. 63, tabi. XVIII, fig. 1 — 3.
1959. Cultellus scaphoideus Z h iz h . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p. 190, tabi. IV, fig. 23 — 25.

R e u s s  (1867) described Cultellus papyraceus from Wieliczka. Our specimens strikingly differ from it :
— by their growing wider backwards and by their being generally wider;
— by the presence of a sharp ridge running diagonally from the umbo backwards ;
— by the greater size o f the adult specimens. All these characteristics apply to Z h izh ch en ko ’s 

species. In some references this species is regarded as a subspecies of C. papyraceus, though the listed 
characteristics would justify a complete specific distinction in my personal opinion too.

Recovered from the argillaceous Upper Badenian deposits cut by boreholes Perbál 2 and 5 and 
by the boreholes put down in the Tapolca and Hidas Basins.

Known thus far only from the Chokrakian of the E Paratethys.

Familia: MACTRIDAE 
Genus: Lutraria L a m a r c k , 1799

Lutraria cfr. primipara E ichwald

1955. Lutraria primipara EiCHw. — M e r k l in — N e v e s s e a y a , p. 85, tabi. X XIV , fig. 1 — 4.

From the Veselyankian horizon of borehole Perbál 5 an injured and subjuvenile specimen has 
been recovered which, on the basis o f the position of the umbo and the shape, is supposed to corre
spond to this species.

Genus: Macira L in n é , 1767

Macira basteroti konkensis Sokolov 
Pl. I, f. За; Pl. VII, f. 6 - 7 a ,  8 -1 0 ; Pl. VIII, f. 1 -3

1899. Mactra Basteroti M a y e r  var. konkensis Sok. — S o k o l o v , p . 73, ta f. III, fig . 1 — 13.
1932. Mactra Basteroti M a y e r  var. konkensis S o k . — O sslpov , p . 47, ta b i. II, fig . 9 —13.
1935. Mactra konkensis So k . — L iv e r o v s k a y a , p . 15, tab i. I, fig . 29 — 33.
1955. Mactra konkensis So k . — V o l k o v a , p. 33, tabi. XV, fig . 20 — 21
1955. Mactra basteroti konkensis S o k . — M e r k l in — N e v e s s k a y a , p. 90, tab i. XXV, fig. 6—10.
1959. Mactra konkensis So k . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p . 214, tab i. X X II, fig . 39 — 40.

The differences between Mayer ’s species were summarized by Merklin and Nevesskaya in 
terms of numerical values. Accordingly,

— the subspecies is smaller, mostly 10 to 20 mm in length, i.e. a half to a third of Mayer ’s 
species ;

— the species is more or less equilateral, while in Sokolov’s form the umbo is displaced a little 
bit towards the anterior end of the shell :

— the species is more clearly, the subspecies in smaller measure, characterized by the cylindrical 
folds observable on either side of the umbo.

In conclusion, the deviations do not exceed the extent o f a subspecific distinction, being explain
able, mainly as far as the reduction in size is concerned, by an environment of more reduced salinity 
as well. From the Ervilia limestone of Pécsvárad, even specimens o f a length of 21 to 22 mm have 
been recovered.

In the relevant literature the form in question is considered to be characteristic o f the Veselyan
kian. At Gyakorló út site and in borehole METRO H. 34 in Budapest and in boreholes Perbál 6 and 
Hegymagos 78/18, specimens were also recovered from beds deeper than the Veselyankian.
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Macira andrussovi K olesnikov 
Pl. VIII, f. 5 - 7

1925. Mactra Andrussovi var. Andrussovi K ö l e s . —• K o l e s n ik o v , p. 890, tabi. X X III, fig. 22 — 23.
1934. Mactra Andrussovi K ö l e s . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p. 20.
1955. Mactra andrussovi K ö l e s . — V o l k o v a , p. 31, tabi. XIV, fig. 3.
1959. Mactra andrussowi K ö l e s . — Б о н а , p. 692, taf. XVII, fig. 1 — 2.
1969. Mactra (Sarmatimactra) andrussowi K ö l e s . — K o j u m d g ie v a , p. 20, tabl. HI, fig. 7, 8, 11.

Several small specimens of Mactra showing good accordance especially, with K olesnikov’s 
original figures have been recovered from the Yeselyankian limestone of Örs vezér tér in Budapest. 
With its umbo bent forwards and its strongly sloping posterior margin, it is readily recognizable.

The species has been hitherto known only from the Lower and Middle Sarmatiam The “ cradle” 
o f the species seems to have been either in the Central Paratethys, where it appeared immediately 
prior to Sarmatian time, or it was then that it immigrated from the Mediterranean.

Mactra quasideltoides Bogatchev 
Pl. VIII, f. 4

1910. Mactra sp. nov. — B a j a r u n a s , p . 249, tabi. I, fig. 25 — 26.
1936. Mactra quasi-deltoides B o g . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p . 139, tab i. XV, fig . 1 — 5.
1959. Mactra quasideltoides B o g . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p . 213, tabi. XII, fig. 1 — 4.

It was in the Upper Badenian sandy Ervilia Mollusca limestone underlying the Veselyankian 
beds in borehole METRO H. 34 in Budapest that I found a high Mactra species (internal mould and 
cast) which I can identify only with this form. Length about 18 mm, height 15 mm, length-height 
ratio 0.85 as against 0.75 in M. basteroti konkensis. The species has been hitherto known from deposits 
o f the Chokrakian sea.

Mactra ex aff. timida Zhizhchenko 
PL VIII, f. 8

The terminal Upper Badenian beds of Örs vezér tér site in Budapest have yielded a left valve of 
Mactra standing closest to the “ timida” species o f Zhizhchenko (1934: p. 85, tabi. II, fig. 13 —18) 
from the Sarmatian o f Transcaucasia, though unidentifiable with it.

Our specimen is a small (length 11.0, height 7.2 mm) internal mould and cast. Outline specifically 
rhomboidal. Posterior side characteristically well-developed, sloped, being separated by a strong ridge 
from the scarcely arched lower margin. Thus the posterior side forms with the lower margin an angle 
of about 75°, whereas the angle it forms with the upper margin is 120° or so. Its umbo is rather 
salient and is closer to the anterior margin. Both the posterior and anterior tooth bars o f its hinge 
margin are visible in form of a cast. The hinge margin corresponds to that o f Zhizhchenko’s species, 
but our form differs substantially from the species by having a more markedly angular-rhomboidal 
outline and a straight-sloping posterior side.

Cossmann et Peyrot figured the species Mactra ducomi (Tome LXVIII. Pl. X X III, fig. 46—49) 
which is to some extent similar in outline to our specimen, but which also lacks the heavily sloping 
posterior area.

We have probably to do with a new species. Given the availability o f just one internal mould to 
me, I do not consider it to be suitable for descrijition.

Familia: CORBULIDAE
Genus: Corbula B r u g u iè r e , 1797
Subgenus : V a r i с о r b и I a G r a n t  et G a l e , 1931

Corbula (Varicorbula) michalskii Sokolov 
PL VIII, f. 9

1899. Corbula Michalskii Soil. — So k o l o v , p. 74, tabl. I ll, fig. 18 — 32.
1932. Corbula Michalski So k . — O s s ip o v , p. 57, tabl. II, fig. 40 — 47.
1955. Aloidis michalskii (So k .) — M e r k l in  — N e v e s s k a y a , p. 77, tabl. X X I, fig. 23 — 26. 
1959. Corbula michalskii So k . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p. 169, tabl. X X II, fig. 19 — 22.
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A progressed form o f well-known Corbula gibba, from which it differs by the following features : 
more elongate, its cylindrical, concentric ribs are deficient and sometimes the valve surface is com
pletely smooth.

One specimen has been recovered from the Upper Badenian of borehole Perbál 6.
Known from the Konkian in the E Paratethys.

Familia : PHOLADIDAE
Genus: Pholas L in n é , 1758

Pholas bogatchevi Ossipov 
Pl. VIII, f. 10 -12

1905. Pholas dactylus L. — B o g a t c h e v , p. 166, tabi. II, fig. 13.
1932. Pholas bogatchevi Oss. — O s s ip o v , p. 58, fabl. I ll, fig. 20.

Two fragments from the lower third of the Upper Badenian sequence o f borehole Perbál 6, are 
characterized, as in the case of Ossipov’s species, by a more pronounced longitudinal (concentric) 
ribbing near the anterior margin. Only acute tubercles arranged radially rather than radial ribs 
crossing the longitudinal ones can be spoken of.

Known from deeper Konkian beds in the E Paratethys.

Pholas bogatchevi tanaica Ossipov 
PL VIII, f. 13

1905. Pholas dactylus var. callosa B o g . — B o g a t c h e v , p. 166, tabi. II, fig. 14.
1932. Pholas bogatchevi n. sp. var. tanaica Oss. — O s s ip o v , p. 59, tabl. I ll, fig. 21.

Pound together with the preceding form. Characterized by a heavily sculptured shell (stronger 
than in Ph. bogatchevi) and by a calcareous lamina, strongly developed and overhanging the upper 
margin, to which the anterior adductor muscle adheres. The deviation from the preceding forms 
appears to be more than subspecific.

Known from the deeper Konkian.

Genus: Barnea Risso, 1826

Barnea ustjurtenis sinzovi Ossipov 
PL VIII, f. 14

1905. Pholas (Barnea) Hommairei d ’ O r b . — B o g a t c h e v , p. 168, tabi. II, fig. 15—16.
1932. Barnea Sinzovi Oss. — O s s ip o v , p. 61, tabi. II, fig. 29 — 30.
1955. Barnea ustjurtensis sinzovi Oss. — M e r k l in — N e v e s s k a y a , p. 33, tabi. IV, fig. 9 — 11.

Pound together with the two preceding forms, this fragment is characterized by a slender outline 
and thin radial ribs becoming weaker towards the posterior margin and carrying small spines. 

Known from the deeper Konkian.

Classis: G A S T R O P O D A  
Familia: TROCHIDAE 
Genus: Gibbula Risso, 1826

Gibbula confessa (Liverovskaja)
PI. VIII, f. 16 -17

1935. Trochus confessus Liv. — L iv e r o v s k a y a , p . 35, taf. II, fig. 36 — 37.
1959. Trochus (Gibbula) confessus Liv. — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p . 241, tab i. X X II, fig . 17—18.

Casts recovered from the Pécsvárad limestone. 6 convex whorls, 7.5 mm height; 7 to 8 spiral 
striae. Basal lip weak, rounded supposedly present. Closest to the form here described is G. subbalatro 
characterized by less convex whorls, more dense and finer spiral striation, fewer whorls, and greater 
apical angle o f shell.

In the relevant literature the species is considered to be characteristic o f the Konkian.
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Gibbula cremenensis (Andrzejovskij)
Pl. VIII, f. 15

1928. Gibbula cremenensis (A n d k z .) — F e ie d b e k g , p. 487, tabi. X X X , fig. 21 — 22 (solum!).

Whorls heavily convex, apical angle wide, weak spiral striation—restricted mainly to the upper 
whorls — are features characteristic o f the species. Known hitherto from the Sarmatian.

Recovered from the Ervilia limestone of Pécsvárad.

Gibbula subbalatro (Kolesnikov)
Pl. VIII, f. 18; Pl. IX , f. 1 -2

1935. Trochus subbalatro K ö l e s . — K o l e s n ik o v , p. 146, tabi. X X , fig. 17 — 22.
1955. Trochus subbalatro K ö l e s . — M otsesctj, p . 193, p l. X IX , fig . 1 — 2.

The species is characterized by convex whorls, a very dense and fine striation and possibly by a 
very weak basal lip observable on the last whorl. Recovered from the Ervilia limestone of Pécsvárad. 

Hitherto known from the Sarmatian.

Genus: Calliostoma Sw a in s o n , 1840

Calliostoma angulatum (Eichwald)
PI. IX , f. 3

Recovered from the Ervilia limestone of Pécsvárad (Papp 1954, Boda 1959, Papp—Marinescu — 
Senes 1974).

Calliostoma guttenbergi (Hilber)
Pl. IX , f. 9

Cast from the Ervilia limestone of Pécsvárad (Papp 1954, Boda 1959, Papp—Marinescu — 
Senes 1974).

Calliostoma anceps joannewn (Hilber) 
Pl. IX , f. 7 -8

Casts from the Ervilia limestone of Pécsvárad (Boda 1959).

Calliostoma angulatum spirocarinatum (Papp)
Pl. IX , f. 4 - 6

1903. Trochus aff. angulatus EiCHW. — L a s k a e e v , p. 145, taf. V, fig. 16—17.
1954. Gibbula angulata spiroearinata P a p p  — P a p p , p . 11, ta f. 1, fig . 9 — 13.
1959. Calliostoma angulatum spirocarinatum (P a p p ) — B o d a , p. 702, taf. X X II, fig. 4 — 5.

The species is characterized by a quite distinct, though not salient, basal lip, and by 5 to 10 fina 
spiral striae on the last whorl. The form figured by Laskarev from the Buglovian horizon matches 
Papp’s fig. 13 particularly well.

Not unfrequent in the Ervilia limestone at Pécsvárad, it occurs in the Veselyankian limestone 
o f Örs vezér tér in Budapest and of Balatonakali as well.

Known from the Sarmatian, it was reported (see Laskarev’s figure) from the Veselyankian 
horizon as well.

Familia : RISSOIDAE
Genus: Mohrensternia St o l ic z k a , 1868

Mohrensternia pseudoinjlata Friedberg 
PL IX , f. 10-11

1903. Mohrensternia inflata (A n d k z .) — L a s k a k e v , p. 146, tabi. V, fig. 29 — 31 (solum!). 
1928. Mohrensternia pseudoinflata F r i e d b . — F r ie d b e b g , p. 390, Labi. X X III, fig. 13.
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I have found the species in the Upper Badenian of borehole Perbál 6 as well as in the Ervilia 
limestone of Pécsvárad. The perpendicular striation between the ribs is quite distinct. In the borehole 
o f Perbál even specimens agreeing well with Laskarev’s fig. 31 were encountered. This stands very 
close to 31. inflata graecensis Hilb. (Boda 1959) the lower whorls o f which are smooth too. An essential 
difference consists in that between the axial ribs the spiral grooving, quite distinct on the specimens 
o f Perbál, is absent.

The species occurs in Konkian and Sarmatian deposits.

Mohrensternia multicostata Senes 
Pl. IX , f. 12

From the Upper Badenian of Perbál 6 (Boda 1959).

Familia: CERIHIOPSIDAE 
Genus: Bittium G r a y , 1847

Bittium reticulatum konkensis Sokolov 
PL IX, f. 13

1899. Bittium reticulatum d a  C o sta  var. konlcensis S o k . — So k o l o v , p. 81, taf. IV, fig. 25 — 30. 
1932. Cerithium konkensis (So k .) — O s s ip o v , p. 6 6 , tabl. IV, fig. 10—12.
1932. Cerithium konkensis So k . var. Sokolovi Oss. — O s s ip o v , p. 67, tabi. IV, fig. 13.

From Costa's species it differs primarily by its more subdued sculpture and by the predominance 
o f spiral elements. The presence of five rather than four spiral ornament rows is not unfrequent 
either.

I have found the species in the lower third of the Upper Badenian sequence of borehole Perbál 6, 
in Budapest and in the borehole of Balatonakali.

It occurs in the Konkian.

Genus: Newtoniella C o s sm a n , 1893

Newtoniella dertobicarinata agibelica Zhizhchenko 
PL IX , f. 14-15

1955. Newtoniella dertobicarinata Sa c c o  var. agibelica Z h iz h . — V o l k o v a , p. 49, tabi. X X II, fig. 12—13.
1959. Newtoniella dertobicarinata Sa c c o  var. agibelica Z h iz h . — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p. 253, tabi. XVI, fig. 32 — 34.
1960, Newtoniella dertobicarinata var. agibelica Z h iz h . — St r a c h im ir o v , p. 287, tabl. LIX, fig. 27 — 30.

The essential difference from Sacco’s species is that its ornament in two spiral rows is more 
pronounced. I have found the species in an excellent preservation state in the Upper Badenian of 
borehole Perbál 6.

Hitherto known from Chokrakian formations.

Familia: SCAPHANDRIDAE 
Genus: Acteocina Gr a y , 1874

Acteocina lajonkaireana buhlovensis (Friedberg)
PL IX . f. 16

1928. Tornatina Okeni E ic h w . var. buhlovensis F r ie d b . — F r ie d b e r g , p. 540, tabl. X X X V , fig. 13 — 14.

Shell relatively large, sides parallel, spire stepped. Recovered from the Veselyankian limestone at 
Pécsvárad and at Örs vezér tér site in Budapest. In the relevant literature the species “ okeni" is 
regarded as the subspecies o f “ lajonkaireana”  (Boda 1959). For this reason, the form “ buhlovensis” 
should be attached to Basterot’s species too.

Known from the Buglovian beds.
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Crenus: Cylichna L oven, 1846

Cylichna melitopolitana (Sokolov)
Pl. IX , f. 17 -20

1899. Cylichna melitopolitana So k . — So k o l o v , p. 84, taf. IV, fig. 48 — 52.
1910. Bulla (Cylichna) cfr. melitopolitana (So k .) — B a j a r ü n a s , p. 261, tabi. I, fig. 82 — 83.
1932. Bulla (Cylichnina) melitopolitana (So k .) — O s s ip o v , p. 75, tabi. IV, fig. 20 — 23.
1955. Bulla melitopolitana (So k .) — V o l k o v a , p. 52, tabi. X X III, fig. 7 — 8 .
1959. Cylichna. melitopolitana (So k .) — Z h iz h c h e n k o , p. 283, tabi. V, fig. 21 — 23.

Gastropod shell cylindrical, widening towards the base, 3 to 7 mm high, of small size. The species 
occurs in the “ Lower Cerithium Limestone” o f Keresztúri út in Budapest. The specimens recovered 
from the Veselyankian limestone o f Örs vezér tér and Pécsvárad are not typical, but come close to 
the Buglovian form o f Laskarev (form widening subspheroidally at the base and narrowing at the 
top) (Laskarev 1903, p. 147, taf. V, fig. 32). It may be worthy o f being distinguished as a new taxon.

In the relevant literature, the species is reported as occurring from the Chokrakian up to the end 
o f the Konkian. K olesnikov (1935) mentions it from the Sarmatian, but his form differs from 
Sokolov’s species, because the sides of his figured specimens are parallel rather than widening down
wards.
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